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The Democratization of the Banking Monetary System so as to 
Grant the Free Basic Income Without Debt Crises. Alternative 

Solutions Through Decentralized Digital Currencies

K. KYRITSIS* T. PAPPAS**

Abstract
In this article we analyze the ability of the monetary-banking system, to support the free 

basic income that eliminates poverty without creating periodically debt-crises. We discover 5 
toxic anti-democratic functions of the banking monetary system that create periodically debt 
crises. The free basic income is unfortunately not possible to derive from taxes only as it is a 
too large expense for Governments, so it has to be derived directly from currency issuing by the 
central bank. By democratizing top-down the monetary system not only periodically debt-crises 
are not created but also the free basic income can be granted. Alternatively, the poverty may be 
eliminated with the free basic income through bottom-up alternative decentralized non-banking 
digital local or global currencies. We state the necessary principles for such currencies (gov-
ernmental or not) and we give 2 examples of them which are fully taxed within the old banking 
currencies.

JEL Classification: G21, G28, H30
Keywords: Banking monetary system, free basic income, poverty, debt crises, alternative 

digital currencies.

1. Introduction
The United Nations in the recent years has declared a planetary scale 

campaign to eradicate poverty from the planet. This cannot happen without 
changing the banking monetary system in the economies. The main function 
of money here is as right to access basic goods in the planetary life. With the 
current monetary and banking system the basic income is not possible to be 
granted through taxes by the politicians, and so the poverty as an epidemic 
will rise and lead many people to commit suicide, end in mental hospitals, die 
earlier or live in permanent depression and poor health. In this way the imper-
sonal system becomes the big predator that as lion of colosseum with the early 
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** Laboratory Lecturer, Department of Accounting and Finance, University of Ioannina, Io-
annina, Greece, e-mail: thpappas@uoi.gr
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Christians, or as a modern minotaur devours the men in poverty. A clear case 
of a regressive rather than progressive economy.

The monetary system if cured from its current toxic and antidemocratic 
functions can solve this major indirect evil on our societies (significant per-
centages of poverty). It can be cured either top-down through join political 
power or bottom-up through the initiative of the majority in new concepts of 
money, crypto-currencies etc.

In the next 2 paragraphs we will discover the basic 5 toxic, poverty creating 
and anti-democratic functions of our monetary system that characterize our 
economy and our civilization. Their toxicity is relative to an ethical economy 
dedicated to serve the evolution of the human immortal soul.

The next 5 toxic and non-democratic functions of the banking monetary 
system, are the main factor behind all other catastrophic events in the present 
economy as we live not in capitalism (that was before 1690) but in the capital 
debtocracy. It is the main factor that makes our economy a regressive rather 
than progressive economy. This factor is the main factor behind the periodic 
debt crises, massive bankruptcies, high percentage of poverty, lack of basic 
income, unhappiness and financial misfortune of the majority of the economic 
organizations the last 3 centuries

These toxic and non-democratic functions of the banking monetary system 
lead to the lack of the ability by the governments to grant the basic income to 
the citizens, which is the most obvious large-scale phenomenon of economic 
half-slavery. The basic income is a basic economic human right. And as in the 
ancient Roman civilization the most obvious evil was the existence of slavery, 
so in the modern civilization the most obvious evil is this economic half slav-
ery. This half-slavery due to lack of basic income as main source of misery 
unhappiness and poverty, is our blind point in perceiving our civilization. This 
in its turn creates permanent large percentages of the population being in pov-
erty which characterizes our civilizations almost as an evil civilization. And it 
is so because it is not a result of meritocracy, (people with virtues will never be 
poor) but as if in a large scale statistical Russian roulette, it is a systemic crime. 
Even if all people were identical clones of the same person, all of the same 
abilities, this phenomenon of high percentage of poverty would still happen

For an evolution of our civilization to a more human civilization which 
would support as a priority the evolution of the immortal human soul con-
sciousness, it is critical to invent and discover new concepts and functions of 
money, much better that the current function of money issued by central banks. 
In the same paragraphs we describe the top-down resolution of these toxic and 
anti-democratic functions The 3rd paragraph describes new concepts of money 
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including the digital currencies with technologies like the blockchains or other 
that may heal in a bottom-up way the toxic and anti-democratic functions

2.  Collective majority’s good in a democratic economy that serves 
the evolution of the human immortal soul.
Here we set the standards of 1) democratic principles and the 2) priority of 

the social good in favor of the partial and minority profit of the selfish individ-
ual entrepreneurship. Moreover, we reassure the value of personal and social 
freedoms and reduced social inequalities compared to intensified inequalities 
and the recession of the latter. Hundreds of statistical analyses originating 
either from Universities of from the UN (see [1] Richard Wilkinson: How 
financial inequalities harm societies), prove that the significant economic 
inequalities and the lack of the free basic income severely affects society and 
increases:

a. Criminality,
b. Suicides and mental illness,
c. Severe anxiety and desperation
d. The reduction among the young members of society the ability to learn,
e. The decay of the ability of collaboration in the production sector.
f. Also, the increase of inequalities according to statistical analyses in sev-

eral countries, is related with reduction of GDP (see [2]) and, in general, a 
reduction of speed of evolution while, a significant part of the population is 
not appropriately contributing due to social exclusion.

Additionally, we should note here that while the belief that the major goal 
of each individual is social status improvement and money or, possibly, social 
reputation is central, the real long-standing value is the 3) serving of the soul 
consciousness evolution rather than the access to social power.

Finally, in nowadays society where everything is access only through the 
right of money, there is no notion of individual freedom when income money 
is absent and in particular in the absence of the free basic income. Individual 
freedom would begin from an undeniable human economic right to a minimum 
free and life-long basic income (or survival subsidy), much like social health 
insurance. However, nothing similar exists and it is impossible to be granted 
by the politicians through taxes (vary large sum of annual expense), while the 
unavoidable resorting to the issuing of currency is blocked by the despotism of 
the monetary banking system. In this way, amidst the last 21 century financial 
crisis like the current one (2009-2021), a long-term unemployed individual 
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(especially in poorer countries with one only year only unemployment sub-
sidy), must choose between recruited to criminality or resort to a gradually 
trapping and bankrupting, bank debt.

Living in a society without free basic income is like walking unarmed in 
the jungle, while living in a society with free basic income is like walking in 
a civilized park.

Is the social economic ontology also the social economic deontology? Or in 
other words, is the way that the monetary banking system functioning (ontol-
ogy) also the deontology (meritocracy) and monetary optimality? As we shall 
present in this article it is not at all so.

There is a duality of regressive and progressive function of our institutions 
and economy.

In our civilization, the conduction of institutions, and exercise laws, rules, 
sciences, and arts are, supposedly, in the name of social good. However, based 
on the key principles we mention and especially that of the serving of the evo-
lution of the human soul consciousness, the actual result is, oftentimes, social 
harm, existential trauma, and the violation of the above-mentioned principles. 
This may be called the regressive exercise of the institutions as compared toa 
progressive exercise of the institutions. Given the principle of the benefit of 
the majority, that we mentioned we may diagnose as regressive act of an insti-
tution, science or art if it is done for the benefit of a minority oligarchy and 
against the benefit and well-being of the majority and the overall social good, 
even if the usual legal formal procedures are used.

It is important to note how regressive practice of institutions, sciences and 
arts may occur under a typically legal framework, either due to the law them-
selves being inappropriate and unfair or because there are not yet notions and 
laws that protect such sides of social good. E.g., the notion of a financial crime 
is relatively new and, hence, there are not yet sufficient laws that clearly define 
all its forms. As a result, a large financial crime may be conducted totally 
respecting the current laws. Such is e.g., according to this study the blocking 
in the financial system of the ability to grant the free basic income.

3.  The three pathologically toxic and anti-democratic functions of 
the national central bank.
In this paragraph we describe three pathologically toxic and anti-demo-

cratic functions of the central bank. The term “toxic” financial product or ser-
vice is widespread in financial analysis. The same banks characterize red loans 
as toxic products. The term” pathologically toxic” is also used quite often. E.g., 
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in one of his speeches, Loukas Papademos, the former president of the Euro-
pean Central Bank, in 2011 in the Greek Parliament, used this term describing 
the situation of the economy in the current crisis.

Most of the national central banks in the Eurozone are public, except that 
of Italy, Greece and possible very few other countries. But even when public 
banks they have by laws special independence in d3ecisions about from the 
Government and the parliament.

The independence of ECB is guaranteed by article 130 of TFEU (Treaty on 
the Functioning of the European Union, former article 101 of TES, see [9]), 
which states that

“During the exercise of power and fulfillment of duties and obligations 
assigned under the Treaties and the habitude of ESCB and ECT, neither the 
European Central bank nor the national central banks nor any other member 
of the decision-making modules of these institutions should not be given or 
accept guidance from other institutions or organizations or from the govern-
ment of a member-state or any other organization.”

Here is therefore the root of anti-democratic despotism, and lack of wisdom 
in the monetary decisions, as the collective intelligence of the Universities, 
parliaments, governments etc. of the eurozone is by far a superior intelligence 
expertise and wisdom compared to a tiny minority of bureaucrats of the cen-
tral bank. We enlist her the 3 the toxic anti-democratic functions of the central 
bank.

1. Monetary Despotism or forced pre-emptive control of money issuing
The governments have lost their decision-making ability as far as currency 

issuing is concerned. Not only the can’t take decisions so as to issue currency 
according to investment demand or other social demand (e.g. basic income) 
but they are also obliged to borrow it from the central bank either it is private 
or a public bank! The central bank essentially supplies money based only on 
the demand for debt, nor for investments or other social issues (thus very often 
the term debt-currency)

The central organization that issues money, is a bank and not a not-for-
profit organization, that is it only lends money and demands it to be returned 
to its hands which has been issued and, necessarily, lent to the society. This and 
only central monopoly demand of return all the active money is pathologically 
toxic and creates a vast central dependence of the entire economy from one 
and only monopoly bank! However, here we focus in the fact that a very small 
number of employees and bureaucrats decides upon money, its issuing, the 
lending rate of interests and their circulation as if they knew about the social 
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good better than the collective intelligence of the society, its universities, its 
parliaments and its governments.

Here is a list of financial-monetary decisions which a government has, lost 
the right to take, either due to a local national private central bank or due to 
the Maastricht Agreement, after its inclusion in the EU.

a. It cannot decide when and how much money to issue.
b. Either the central bank belongs to the state (public central bank) or not 

(private central bank), the government must borrow the issued money and, 
actually, return it to the central bank which is like it does not belong to the 
state or the people.

c. It cannot – and has not a right of to determine the borrowing rate of 
interests of the issued and borrowed money.

d. It cannot issue money and channel it to the society without debt, e.g., 
with by subsidizing or investments.

e. The monetary system with central bank and not a central not-for-profit 
organization is from the beginning non-solvent and condemned to lead peri-
odically to debt-crises.

This twisted toxicity of the public borrowing the public money is like the 
Greek proverb “Come on grandpapa, I will rent to you your own lands to culti-
vate, but do not worry, I will give you dividend from the rents that you give me”

Let us see a numerical example. The central bank issues e.g. 10 billions of 
a currency. The state has a need of 5 billion which is needed for new social 
investments and is obliged to borrow it from the central bank (even if it is 
a state and not a private one). Thus, it is charged with 5 billion which it is 
obliged to return to the central bank through taxes etc. While the alternative, 
would be to issue money, by a not-for-profit public organization which falls 
under to Ministry of Finance which would issue these 5 billion that would 
belong to the state without any borrowing, zero interest rate and return obliga-
tion. Obviously, the first scenario is not of the state’s benefit! It is even worse 
when the central bank is private and issues currency for which the rule of gold 
is not into effect, which could easily be issued by the Ministry of Finance. The 
issued currency does not belong, not even typically, to the state but to publicly 
unknown individuals who, thus, have power onto the state and the national 
economy, as a whole. Obviously, that is against the national benefit and, as a 
result, since 1974, when the rule of gold was abandoned, such a private central 
bank (e.g., the bank of Greece, in Greece) violates article 102.6 of the Greek 
constitution. This article states that

“Private economic initiative shall not be permitted to develop at the 
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expense of freedom and human dignity or to the detriment of the national 
economy”.

Similar articles exist in the Italian constitution and of other countries, 
except …the German constitution! It is even more scandalous when a private 
central bank (like n Greece and in Italy) even as an private but privileged 
enterprise has also the right to issue laws of the state about the banking sector 
and the public finance!

The same applies to the case when ECT, the central bank of euro, which is, 
in a way, affiliated to the Bank of Greece, up to a percentage, when it issued 
during the Quantitative Ease, 80 billion per month out of zero.

The central bank does issue currency only during Quantitative Ease. It does 
issue currency almost automatically when ever the current years demand for 
debt by the commercial banks is higher compared to the previous year. And 
this is apparent by the diagrams of the volume of Euro, in the publications of 
the ECB, which was continuously increasing before Quantitative Ease. This 
is essentially the inflation character of our monetary systems. This applies 
similarly to the US dollar too.

Someone might wonder if this was always so since the ancient times e.g. 
in the Roman empire and ancient Greek Athens. It was not so at all! Public 
currency was issued only by the public or the ministry of economics never 
private or public banks! It was essentially an unfortunate historical occasion 
of English state bankruptcy of 1694.

This pathologically toxic function of central banks appeared for the first 
time in the history of contemporary western civilization in 1694, in England, 
when, due to the 50-year war with France, the gold of the state had been 
exhausted and England was, practically in bankrupt. Despite king’s Charles 
and his daughters, Maria Stuart, objections, Cromwell managed to pass, after 
their death, a law in the parliament to enable individual bankers to issue the 
English state currency though their own gold, (see [4). To avoid a further social 
turmoil, this private central bank was named “Bank of England”. The same 
happened within a century to most of the European countries, under several 
underground pressures.

After World War II, the state of England, fortunately, took under its control 
the issuing o the currency and turned the “Bank of England” into an inde-
pendent authority public bank. Unfortunately, however, currency is not being 
issued by the Ministry of Finance, but, by a bank (“Bank of England”) which 
is “independent”. That is, the problem has not been completely corrected. The 
same applies to the most European countries. However, Greece and Italy still 
have private central banks.
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Here are some opinions of great presidents of the United States about this 
issue.

In the United States, Abraham Lincoln, after his win in the civil war and 
the liberation of black people, wanted to establish a public central bank which 
would issue state dollars. But he was murdered.

“The government should create, issue and administrate all of the currency 
and the credits needed to fulfill the purchasing power of both the government 
and the consumers. With the adoption of these principles, the taxpayers will 
save large amounts of money and money itself will stop being the governor 
and ruler of humanity and it will become a servant of it.” Abraham Lincoln.

The next presidents, such as Roosevelt and Johnson were against the estab-
lishment of a private central bank which would issue the dollars, despite the 
pressure to do so, due to the obvious reason of it being non-profitable for the 
state. Notably, a failed murder attempt took place against Johnson, who, as 
per his words, was proud to have set an obstacle against the establishment of 
such a private bank.

“INDEPENDENT” WILL
POLITICAL WILL

 

 

ISSUING OF
THE PUBLIC MONEY
(STATE OR PRIVATE 

CENTRAL BANK)

COMMERCIAL 
BANKS

 

 

THE GOVERNMENT  

THE PARLIAMENT

THE SOCIETY

DECISIONS
FOR DEBT

Diagram 1.1:  Forced Preemptive Control of Money Issuing  
(Monetary Despotism)
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COLLECTIVE WILL-POWER

THE PARLIAMENT

 

THE GOVERNMENT

 

THE ISSUING OF THE PUBLIC 
CURRENCY UNDER THE DIRECT 
CONTROL AND OWNERSHIP OF
THE COLLECTIVE OF PEOPLE

  
 

Diagram 1.2:  Top-Down Resolution of the Forced Preemptive Control of 
Money Issuing, or Monetary Despotism

(In this way the basic income becomes feasible, so the main indirect evil of poverty in the 
society can be resolved)

“Currency minting should be assigned to the central government and be 
protected from the rule of Wall Street. We are opposite… to any law that would 
let our currency and financial system in individuals.” Theodore Roosevelt.

However, the next president, Wilson, accepted this and at 1913 the major 
private central bank of dollar, Federal Reserve, was founded (see [7], and 
[8]). The federal reserve bank is related to banks of the states, in a similar 
way that the ECB is related to the national central banks, in the eurozone. The 
agreement of the establishment of the Federal Reserve Bank is similar to the 
Maastricht agreement.

As Wilson he stated, a little before his death, he considered this to be his 
life’s greatest sin.
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“I am a vastly depressed person, I have, unwittingly, destroyed my home-
land. A big industrial nation (the US) is now under control of the financial 
system which has been centralized. The development of the nation and all our 
activities are in the hands of some men, these of the bank system. We have 
become one the worst governed nations, one of the most controlled govern-
ments in the civilized world. This is not, anymore, a government with free will, 
but a government under the will and power of a small group of dominating 
men of the financial system.” Woodrow Wilson

Also, note that even the popular figure of the Italian fascism, Benito Mus-
solini, agrees. He was someone who of course knew very well what fascism 
means.

“Fascism should be, more accurately, named private-partnership, since it 
is the partnership between the state power and the power of the private enter-
prises.” Benito Mussolini.

This is what the wise writer Tolstoy once said:
“Money is a new form of slavery, which differs from the previous one only 

in the fact that it is impersonal – that is, that there is no human relationship 
between the ruler and the slave.” Leon, Tolstoy.

2.  The monopolistic pre-emptive propriatisation of the issuing of the 
public currency.
The toxic and anti-democratic function refers o private central banks. 

Normally, when money was issued before 1694, it was a public good and it 
belonged to the state, that is, equally to all! And this is a socially and mac-
ro-economically right. For the central bank to be private is like all the military 
weapons of a country being property of a private company… independent of 
the government and the parliament. So, whether there is a war or not is being 
decided by this company based on its financial benefit!

Today, the central banks of Greece and Italy are private, while these of 
Germany, France, England and Spain are public.

It is also obvious how private central banks violate the European legisla-
tion about monopolies (in the US it is called legislation about trusts), since 
they are private monopolies (of lending the issued money). Even if their func-
tioning was for the nation’s benefit, they would violate this name excluding 
exceptions. With the same logic, every branch could allow for the exceptional 
existence of a monopoly in it, which is of course unacceptable.

When the central bank issues new currency, it records it to the accounting 
system in its assets when it is lent to another commercial bank and is also 
recorded to its liabilities as if it does not own it and is borrowed from non-one 
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(“to the bearer of the bill”). Since the bearer of the bill is, again, the borrow-
ing side, it means either that no one has to payback the debt or that the central 
banks is in debt to the totality of the people. We must not forget that there is no 
rule of gold in issuing currency. This is crucial and we will, return to this point 
in the toxic functioning of commercial banks of money-issuing middleman 
role in the next paragraph.

Schematically, the solution of this pathologically toxic function of the pri-
vate central bank is described in the diagram 2.1.

THE SOVEREIGNTY OF THE COLLECTIVNESS HAS 
THE CONTROL AND OWNERSHIP OF THE 

ISSUING OF THE PUBLIC MONEY 

MONEY SUPLY MAINLY WITHOUT 
LENDING AND DEBT

HOUSEHOLDS ENTERPRISES THE STATE

Diagram 2.1:  The Top-Down Resolution of the Forced Proprietary 
Monopoly of the Issuing of the Public Curency
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3. Macroeconomic forced debt
It refers to the fact that the central organization which issues money is not 

a not-for-profit but a profit-seeking bank and, indeed, a non-investment bank, 
that is, in order to let the money it issues to circulate, it has to and is obliga-
tory to lend it to some organization! It is very important to disciminate that 
this necessity lies only on a macro-economic and statistical scale and not in a 
personal individual scale.

Banks, however, cover that, often claiming that debt is only optional and 
only if one wants and is capable of engaging. It is optional only at the individ-
ual level of the borrowing organization, while it is imperative in the overall 
statistic of the society and the economy for the issued money to circulate, due 
to the monopoly nature of the banknotes issuing by the central bank and the 
fact that its only lends as a bank.

This pathologic toxicity is clearly seen e.g., in the case of the first totally 
private National Bank of Greece which, at 1842, began issuing for the first 
time drachmas in banknotes, which never existed before, as the country was 
newly established. E.g., let’s say that is issued the first billion of drachmas in 
banknotes, which, in order to circulate in Greece, should be offered as a loan 
to the Government and the rest of the individuals, e.g. with an interest rate 
of 2%, that is, it asks a return of 1.02 billion drachmas. How will these 0.02 
billion drachmas = 20 million drachmas will be found since only the National 
Bank could issue money based on gold? Obviously, the monetary system is 
non-solvent from its very beginning. Accounting currency will be created, that 
is, accounting claims records (currency M1, M2, M3) which are more as an 
amount compared to the amount of the banknotes in circulations in drachmas 
and, at some time, the system ends up collapsing, the financial enterprises even 
the public economy bankrupts and the with the red non-served loans appear.

This macroeconomic forced debt leads the European enterprises to have, 
in average, 60%-66% of their assets in borrowed capital from banks, that is, 
double from their own equities capital (see Financial administration II, G. 
P. Artikes [14]). This means that they own their enterprises, only typically, 
while, from a financial viewpoint, the enterprise to the borrowers and the 
banks. It also means that they become financially unstable, like paper tower 
of bank-contracts, which in the first financial earthquake, due to changes in 
economy, they will collapse and bankrupt in the form of financial debt crises.

German mathematicians, using computer simulations, have proved that, 
indeed, such a banking monetary system collapses periodically, enforcing 
enterprises, households and states to go bankrupt (see [15], Gradido currency, 
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Bernd Hückstädt (Author) while other forms of non-banking monetary systems 
are stable.

Because of the forced debt the Governments are not able to grant free basic 
income for the citizens. The taxes only by far are not suffi  cient. And as we 
mentioned this is the main evil characteristic and half-slavery of our economic 
system. The main indirect source of unhappiness, misery, suicides, mental 
illness, poverty, non-contributing talents in the society, reduction of produc-
tivity, psychological cruelty, less number of families less number of children, 
deceleration of civilization evolution less innovation and existential traumas.

The bank system, through debt acts as a parasitic or ravenous population 
(predator) with its prey being the rest of the economy. For such interactions 
between population, the Lotka-Volterra equations do hold (see [16]) which 
forecast the periodic destruction of the host (the rest of the economy) as well 
as the parasite (the commercial banks).

Prey

Predator

Population

Time

Therefore, the appearance of red loans as a signifi cant proportion of the 
economy is an actual statistical fact for which the bank-monetary system is 
responsible, even if at the individual scale the debt remains an uncertain event. 
It is like an epidemic. We may forecast the percentage of people aff ected per 
year, but not if an individual will be aff ected or not.
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COMMERCIAL BANKS

THE REST OF THE ECONOMY GOVERNMENT AND 
THE PUBLIC SECTOR

DEBT

DEBTDEBT

DEBT

PRIVATE SECTOR

ISSUING OF THE PUBLIC MONEY IN A 
PRIVATE OR STATE CENTRAL BANK

Diagram 2.2: Macroeconomic Forced Debt

Diagram 2.3:  The Top-Down Resolution of the Macroeconomic Forced 
Debt (in this Way no Debt Crises are Created Periodically)

THE SOVEREIGNTY OF THE COLLECTIVNESS HAS 
THE CONTROL AND OWNERSHIP OF THE 

ISSUING OF THE PUBLIC MONEY 

MONEY SUPPLY: >80% 
SUBSIDIES, INVESTMENTS AND

<20% DEBT

THE  HOUSEHOLDS THE ENTERPRISES THE PUBLIC SECTOR
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Thus, judges for red-loans in such debt crises should not hasten and blame 
the borrowing side in cases of red loans, with the thinking such as “it was the 
borrowers’s fault and bad management of risk”. On the contrary, they should 
lay the blame on the banks. As industries polluting the environment with toxic 
waste are required to pay penalties, the same should apply to banks, which 
pollute the economy as a whole with excessive forced debt.

Unfortunately, these pathologically toxic functions of the bank monetary 
system are not, anymore unavoidable evil, after the abolition of the rule of 
gold, but, they are simply bad collective financial habit of the society.

The next table 1 analyzed the mainstream believes about the central banks 
and the underlying reality.

Table 1: Central Bank

Major believes about 
the central bank 

The reality of the central 
bank’s functioning 

1.  The way central banks function 
is the perfect, for the benefit 
of the majority, and it has been 
decided by the government 

The way central bank functions is 
pathologically toxic and anti-democratic 
for the majority but vastly beneficial for an 
oligarchic minority and has been determined 
by tragic historical circumstances against 
the power of the governments, while staying 
mostly unchanged in the centuries after.

2.  The central bank stabi-
lizes the economy 

The central bank sustains only the 
pathologically toxic and anti-democratic 
function of the bank-monetary system, 
which periodically creates debt crises.

3.  The most important task 
of the central bank is to 
determine interest rates 

The most important task of the 
central bank is to issue banknotes.

4.  The central bank, either private or 
public, should be an independent 
authority relative to the Govern-
ment(s) and decide autonomously, 
since government(s) and the 
parliament are not capable of 
making good monetary decisions. 

Decisions regarding the monetary 
system and banknotes issuing should 
be taken by the government(s) and the 
parliament(s) after consulting experts. 
The collective intelligence is superior to 
that of some employees and bureaucrats. 
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Major believes about 
the central bank 

The reality of the central 
bank’s functioning 

5.  The central bank should be a 
strictly lending bank and not 
an investment bank, since, if 
there is no organization that 
controls through debt the 
society, there would be chaos. 

If the central bank also offered the issued 
money through investments and not only 
via debt, it would better. It is the right 
rules that ensure a smooth functioning 
of the economy and not that the issued 
money is supplied only through debt. 

6.  Banknotes are being issued 
by the central bank only 
during Quantitative Ease. 

Banknotes issuing takes place at any 
moment and automatically, whenever debt 
demand exceeds the previously issued 
currency supply. This is regulated by the 
fractional reserves rule or available liquidity 
of commercial banks, to which the central 
bank has committed itself, voluntarily. 

7.  The currency is issued by the 
central bank under certain 
rules, as a proportion of the 
GDP or the total wealth. 

The currency is issued by the central 
bank according to the demand for 
debt by the commercial banks or 
during Quantitative Ease. 

8.  The central financial 
organization that issues 
money should be a bank. 

The main financial organization that issues 
money should be a non-profit organization 
and not a bank. It became a private 
bank “temporarily” for the first time in 
England during 1694, since England had 
gone bankrupt due to 50 years of war. 

9.  Issuing currency that is 
not backed up by gold is a 
pathologically toxic function. 

The value of gold is conventional, as well. 
Currency should be issued on the base of the 
size of the population and human productive 
ability (GDP). This is healthy and fair 
(Πάντων χρήματων μέτρον άνθρωπος=For 
all Money the measure is the human factor) 
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2.  The three pathologically toxic and anti-democratic functions of the 
commercial banks
Passing now to commercial banks, the forced-debts, always at a macro-eco-

nomic level and not an individual one, is a common pathologically toxic func-
tioning of them, as well as of the central banks, which leads, with statistical 
certainly, to a periodic collapse of the financial system and the appearance, 
again with statistical certainly, of debt-crises and red-tape borrowers. The 
Commercial banks are also exhibit, however, two new pathologically toxic 
functions.

1.  Empty-lending. (the same banknote is being lent simultaneously to up 
to 100 borrowers while it actually remains at the bank)
As we have written above, when, some centuries age, the fraud of gold-

smiths and loan sharks, who were lending at the same time the same ounce of 
gold that had been trusted to them by depositors, was discovered, after hanging 
some of them, finally, governments were convinced, due to the lack of enough 
gold, to legalize issuing multiple receipts of gold deposition lending for the 
same ounce of gold, which were used, at that time, in the role of banknotes. 
Thus, today’s rule of fractional inventories used by commercial banks, had 
been born, which, at our time, is called rule of liquidity (see [11], “Eurozone, 
Money and Financial System”, Gikas

G. Hys A. (2017) rule of liquidity for ECT.). According to this rule, the 
same banknote which statistically remains at the treasury of a trade bank can 
be lent to up to a hundred borowers (rule of liquidity of 1% of the total depo-
sitions in Eurozone). That is, commercial banks at a 99% rate lent “void” and 
not actual banknotes. Thus, commercial banks create “accounting money” M1, 
M2, M3 (se e.g. [11], [12], [13], [14]) which are simply claims of money in 
accounting records and they depict the money flow in the society rather than 
the banknotes flow themselves. This should be seriously taken into account by 
judges in cases regarding banks and red-tape borrowers that they cannot serve 
their debt, in times of debt-crises. E.g. if in the treasury and liquidity accounts 
of a bank contain only 100 euros, the bank has the right to lent up to 10,000 
euros which, in fact, it does not possess in banknotes. Thus, is has the right 
to ask for a loan from the Central Bank while this 1% rule is being reserved. 
The central bank usually considers this lending its obligation. And, if there are 
no banknotes stocks in the Central Bank available, and it is an excess money 
demand, in order for the central bank to meet this demand with money supply, 
it can issue currency and banknotes under an automatic procedure, without this 
being considered a Quantitative Ease. Currency and banknote issuing is called 
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Quantitative Ease when it is done after a decision of the Central Bank, without 
any excess debt demand by the commercial banks. It is know that during 2016-
2018 the ECB issued 80 billion euro per month, out of nothing, simply typing 
these amounts into its computers, which have no value in gold.

Money issuing, without it corresponding to gold, is not considered patho-
logically toxic in the current bank-monetary system. For the same reason, how-
ever, digital currency issuing such as with Bitcoin and other crypto-currencies 
via mining by computer algorithms, should not be considered a pathologically 
toxic either.

The well-known industry car manufacturer Henry Ford used to say, already 
during the previous debt-crisis of 1920-1930, that, “if the average American 
citizen knew the way the bank system works, there would be a revolution the 
day after it”. But, even almost a century after and in the middle of the second 
large debt- crisis, average people, as if they have been hypnotized, do not 
understand the actual way that the bank- monetary system functions. Indeed, 
in a gallop in Switzerland regarding a possible Referendum regarding whether 
the state would continue allowing banks’ “void-loaning” and the creation of 
logistic currency M1, M2, M3 or not, only 8% of the population understood 
which subject that the referendum referred to.
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The diagram above depicts the way the accounting currency M3 is decreas-
ing in the US (the line above) while the number of issued banknotes is increas-
ing, since they were issued by the central bank of dollar.

This leads, of course, banks to have a large leverage ratio, which is the 
bank’s assets divided by the bank’s own funds (which is above 10). After the 
abandoning of the rule of gold, there is no actual reason for this to happen, 
apart from banks’ profits. The leverage ratio in the rest of the private sector 
is just about 3, that is assets/own funds=3. High leverage ratio means larger 
profits as a percentage of own funds but also larger instability risk in possible 
bankruptcies or crises. A leverage ratio of 3 is, already, rather high for enter-
prises, and it is a result of the forced-debt that has been described above, and 
is also the reason why they go bankrupt in a crisis like the current one. Not 
to mention of the >10 leverage ratio of banks, which led some commercial 
banks in Iceland, Cyprus and Greece immediately to collapse. The reduction 
of leverage ratio for the banks, in the form of a higher percentage of capital 
adequacy, is suggested in the guidelines of “Basel I, II, III” (see [17],) which 
are rules for the better functioning of banks. However, the suggested reduction 
is rather very low, lower than 2-3 percentage points.
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The above constitute the pathological toxicity of “void-loaning” which is 
described in the next diagram while it cure is describe in the right next one.

COMMERCIAL BANKS
 

ONE BANKNOTE IS ALLOWED TO BE LENT
SIMULTENEOULY UP TO 100 TIMES.
THE CREATED LOANS AS M1,M2,M3 

ACCOUNTING MONEY IS MORE THAN 10 TIMES
THE BANKNOTES IN CIRCULATION

OFFICIAL RULE BY THE CENTRAL BANK 
OF FRACTIONAL RESERVES OR 
AVAILABLE LIQUIDITY 1 TO 100

Diagram 3.1: Empty Lending

ONE BANKNOTE CAN BE 
LENDED ONLY ONCE. THE 
ACCOUNTING M1, M2 M3 

MONEY IS EQUAL TO THE BASE 
OF THE CURRENCY, IN OTHER 
WORDS TO THE NUMBER OF 

BANKNOTES IN CIRCULATION

PRIVATE SECTOR.
DEMAND FOR DEBT
AND INVESTMENTS

THE SURPLUS OF THE MONEY 
FROM THE HOUSEHOLD. THE 

INTEREST AND RISK GOES 
DIRECTLY TO THE LENDE

BROKERS-AGENTS MIDDLEMEN OF 
DEBT-AND INVESTMENNTS

Micro-finance, Crowdfunding in the 
internet. These middlemen do not have 
the ownership of the lent money. Their 
profits is not interested but commission 

fees of the transactions

Diagram 3.2: The Top-Down Resolution of the Empty Lending
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2.  Currency-issuing middleman role of the commercial banks
If we ask an average citizen or a traditional economist about the reason of 

the existence of the commercial banks, they will both answer that they exist 
so as to offer to the economy the service of collecting of surplus money from 
households or other financial units and channel it through debt to the private 
sector enterprises in order to facilitate the needed production within the soci-
ety.

Is this, however, what commercial banks actually do? Or the will to profit 
through debt, almost at every cost, reverses and changes this role?

A brief look at the balance sheets and other financial reports of the main)
system) banks in Greece reveals that, often and for some banks, even systemic 
ones, their main role is different and it could be called “Currency-issuing mid-
dleman role”. We see this e.g. in the balance sheet of Eurobank (see [27]).

During 2011, loans towards/and demands towards clients divided by the 
other credit institutions (the cheapest currency) divided by the loans by/and 
secured dues to the central bank and give ratio 74.69%.

Take into consideration, however, that, in general, in balance sheets, the 
actual influx of surplus capitals from households through deposits is much 
less than deposits because loans that the bank provides are also recorded as 
deposits.

During 2012, for this bank this ratio was 73.7%. During 2014, it was 
54.42%. During 2016 it was 78.3%.

It is obvious now that this bank does not have the role people think it has, 
but it is simply a middleman in the currency currently issued by the central 
bank of euro (ECB)

As far as Alpha Bank is concerned, we see in its site ([29] l) and its pub-
lished balance sheets that: During 2012, this ratio was 78%.

As far as Piraeus Bank is concerned, we see in its site ([30]) and its pub-
lished balance sheets that: During 2007, this ratio was 61%. During 2015 was 
68%. During 2016, it was 56%.

The above constitute the pathologic toxicity of “Currency-issuing middle-
man role of the commercial banks ” which essentially states that in most banks 
in most of the years the majority of the money that the lent does not come from 
deposits but from borrowing from the central abnks as the Katter is cheaper 
money. In the next diagram we visualize it while its cure is described in the 
right next one.

It is significant for us to notice that these 5 toxicities of the banking system 
are not a necessary evil but more of a bad financial habit of the economy (much 
like e.g. smoking and smoke industries, metaphorically speaking).
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DEBT

DEBT FROM THE
CENTRAL BANK

COMMERCIAL BANKS

DEBT

DEPOSITS FROM
THE SAVINGS OF

THE HOUSEHOLDS

ISSUING OF THE PUBLIC
MONEY IN A PRIVATE OR STATE

CENTRAL BANK

The demand of money of the private sector for 
productivity is covered mainly through debt 
from the money that the central bank issues 

with middle man the commercial banks and less 
from the surplus savings money from the 

households.

The supply of surplus money of the 
households through the saving deposits 
is less than the loans of the commercial 
banks from the central bank that issues 

money (cheaper money from 
the commercial banks) or less than 

the total supply of money by 
the commercial banks through debt 

in the economy.

Diagram 3.3:  Middle Man Role of the Commercial Banks in the Money 
Issuing by the Central Bank
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ISSUING OF THE PUBLIC MONEY

THE SOVEREIGNTY OF 
THE COLLECTIVNESS 

HAS THE CONTROL AND 
OWNERSHIP OF THE ISSUING 

OF THE PUBLIC MONEY

There are no middlemen (banks) 
between the issuing of the money 

and those who essentiallt it belongs, 
so that when this money reaches 

them it is as debt.

Diagram 3.4:  The Top-Down Resolution of the Middle Man Role of the 
Commercial Banks in the Money Issuing by the Central 
Bank
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Especially in Greece there is an extreme scandalous situation with the com-
mercial banks which was mention in 2015 by the prime Minister Tsipras in a 
speech in the European parliament. He mentioned that more than 60% of the 
debt of Greece through the memorandums, and in particular 203 billion were 
given to the 4 big (systemic) private banks to stabilize them instead of being 
used for the public economy. The memorandums required that these 4 banks 
have now new owners that are outside Greece. This grant of 203 is more than 
double the red-tape non-serviced debt to the banks so it was an out of propor-
tions act. Furthermore, the banks did not erase the red non-serviced loans to 
people and still liquidate even their only house they live. The 203 billion were 
given as follows

1. By law 3723 φεκ 250 2/12/2008 during the government of K Karamanlis 
23 billion

2. Then during the government of G. Papandreou with laws Ν. 3845 ΦΕΚ 
65 6/05/2010 15 billion

3. Ν. 3864 ΦΕΚ 119 21/06/2010 10 billion
4. Ν. 3872 ΦΕΚ 148 3/09/2010 25 billion
5. Ν. 3965 ΦΕΚ 113 18/05/2011 30 billion
6. Π. Νομ. Περ. ΦΕΚ 203 14/09/2011 30 billion
7. Ν. 4031 ΦΕΚ 256 09/12/2011 30 billion
8. 19/04/2012 40 billion ΦΕΚ ΑΡ. φ. 94
In total 203 billion

The next table 2 analyzed the mainstream believes about the commercial 
banks and the underlying reality

Table 2: Commercial banks

Major believes about 
commercial banks The reality of commercial banks

1.  The way the commercial 
banks function is perfect and 
beneficial to the majority.

The way commercial banks function is 
pathologically toxic and non-democratic 
for the benefit of the majority. It aims 
at the owners profit and because of this, 
they should not have that much power 
within the economy and the society.
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Major believes about 
commercial banks The reality of commercial banks

2.  Commercial banks always 
lend money to the enterprises 
as if the own it, which the 
mainly they derive from 
households though deposits.

As can been seem in their balance sheets, 
of the commercial banks, at least in Greece, 
they lend money to enterprises, as if they 
own it, and most of the banks and most 
of the years, they lend money borrowed 
from the central bank or other sources 
because it has lower cost when compared 
to the one originating from the deposits 
of the surplus money of the households.

3.  The commercial banks are 
comparatively the most stable 
financial institutions.

The commercial banks have the 
highest leverage ratio (>10) amongst 
enterprises (which have a leverage ratio 
of about 3), so, they have the largest 
profit but also the largest instability.

4.  The commercial banks, in the 
way they function, are the 
motor power of the economy 
and their existence is needed.

The commercial banks after the elimination 
of the rule of gold, because of the debt that 
they force in the economy, drive the average 
enterprise to have an average debt capital 
equal to 60%-66% of their assets and, thus, 
they constitute an important impediment 
and danger for the economy and its 
development. Banks are not a necessary 
evil; they are a historically harmful habit of 
the past and misfortune for the economy.

5.  Due to this specific instability, 
bank should be granted with 
more and more privileges 
and power in the economy.

Due to their actually parasitic profit through 
forced debt and their instability, the banks 
should be deprived of some privileges and 
new rules should be imposed while, gradu-
ally, they should be set aside as institutions.

6.  It is more important that the 
banks are saved rather than public 
economy, enterprises and house-
holds, thus in the bailout of Greece 
210 billion, that is more than 60% 
of the memorandums’ funds lent 
in Greece, were given to them.

The example of Iceland shows that it 
is more important to save households, 
enterprises and public economy with new 
forms of economy, against saving the 
banks and the old forms of debt economy.
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Major believes about 
commercial banks The reality of commercial banks

7.  Deposits in the commercial banks’ 
balance sheets account for the 
influx of money from households 
and clients towards the banks.

Deposits in commercial banks’ balance 
sheets do not account for the influx of 
money from households and clients 
since as such are often recorded banks’ 
loans towards their clients which are 
an outflow towards the clients.

3.  The Bottom-up cure of the 5 toxic and anti-democratic functions of 
(central also) banks that can also provide the free basic income and 
eradicate poverty with new uprising institutions of digital currencies 
and new local or global currencies.

Digital currency
On October of 2017 the IMF director confessed that the future of the global 

globalization of currency is crypto-currencies with blockchains such as, e.g. 
Bitcoin etc. Monetary systems with digital crypto-currencies such as Bitcoin 
do not suffer from the 5 pathologically toxic functions of bank currencies.

That is:
1. They are not issued under monopoly by a central bank, so they do not 

suffer from forced antidemocratic despotism.
2. From the moment they are issued (e.g. mining for Bitcoin) their supply 

does not have to necessarily pass through the “gate” of loaning to meet the 
demand, that is, they do not suffer from “forced-debt”.

3. Since, theoretically, anybody can issue crypto-currency though mining, 
they do not suffer from the abusive proprietary monopoly of their issuing.

4. Since they are not offered to the society strictly through banks, they do 
not suffer from empty- lending.

5. Since no bank interferes in a monopolistic way from their issuing until 
the cover of their demand from the society, the do not suffer from forced mon-
ey-issuing middle man role.

6. Other benefits of them are that they are faster in currency transfers and 
remittances on the internet and in transactions, since no bank is needed to 
mediate with a 1-2 days valeur. But this advantage is the less important and 
if the central abnks issue digital euro and digital dollar, it will not exist as 
advantage.
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Of course, digital crypto-currencies are not the only forms of digital cur-
rency that does not suffer from the 5 pathologically toxic functions we have 
described. Probably, the biggest benefit of humanity from the spreading of 
digital crypto-currencies is that they have made the average citizen aware of 
the abovementioned 5 toxic functions of bank currencies, from which they 
do not suffer. In the diagram below we see the increase of the transactions in 
digital currencies even if transactions are currently made, mainly, with bank 
currencies rather than crypto-currencies.

[20] Use of e-commerce. [21]
The next is a table that discover hidden believes about money as compared 

with the reality.
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Diagram 3.5:  Percentage of population that makes buyments online 
(2011-2017, 1st term)

Source: HSA
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Table 3: Money and Society

Major believes The reality

1.  Society cannot 
function without the 
current concept and 
function of money

It is known by the theories of social systems in 
sociology, that money is necessary only when there is 
the private property whose value must measure, and 
that social systems without private property do not 
need money to function. Nevertheless money is not a 
single concept and function and there a lot of different 
types of money relative to its effect in the society and 
the inequalities. As in the civilization, due to lower 
frequency and level of evolution or development, 
there is an excess of negative will within the symbolic 
duality of prey-predator, then the way to mix it and 
convert it to will for good, is through private property 
and enterprise and the completion of productivity 
and power through capital accumulation, as in the 
private sector. Large enterprises with size above the 
median contribute usually to the increase of economic 
inequalities. Their products reflect the rather negative 
will of power accumulation through money, in their 
designed programmed obsolescence for reasons of 
money. Small size of enterprises on the other hand 
contribute to the decrease of the economic inequalities 
and the main concern of their owners, besides offering 
with their products or services, is to survive or keep a 
decent level of well-being. It is a challenge to re-de-
sign the function of money so that it reduces inequal-
ities and grants also the basic income to the citizens.

2.  Economic inequalities 
reflect the meritocracy 
among people.

This is partially only true. The economic inequalities 
reflect the meritocracy of special type of skill, that 
of becoming rich. In the great picture of society, 
money is the main tool for creating in a statistical 
way inequalities. And the inequalities are also 
source of injustice and unfairness in the fate of 
human beings that may be more advanced souls 
that those with the privilege of being rich.
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The initiators of many religions is an example. Or 
many heroic figures in sciences and arts, that have 
advanced the civilization but they did not acquire 
neither sufficient money neither sufficient fame when 
they were living. These are not merely the exceptions 
in statistical rule, as money has a statistical property 
similar to the inherited royal aristocracy in this sense 
that in order to get the privilege of becoming rich 
one must adopt and repeat the same type of strategies 
under similar principles and values as the already 
rich did to become rich (Skill to become rich).

3.  The economy cannot 
function without 
the current bank-
ing-monetary system 
of money supply after 
issuing it, exclusively 
through lending.

The emergence of the digital (crypto) currencies 
seem to suggest that in a few decades they will 
make the banking system (which is responsible 
for the repeating debt crises) almost obsolete, as 
Monarchies and Aristocracy became in politics. If 
national currencies will remain, they should be issued 
from public not-for profit organizations that should 
circulate the issued money mainly not through debt.

4.  Money is neutral in 
creating inequalities 
in societies.

Money is not only a neutral tool as means of 
exchange. Its statistical function is also a tool 
to create the economic inequalities, and has 
become a tool to exercise non-democratic power 
from small minority groups to the majority

5.  Money is a positive tool 
in the social functioning

Money is good only as lesser semi-random evil, 
compared to direct brutal military or monarchic based, 
totalitarianism, in creating inequalities based on direct 
force by weapons or based on racist principles.

In the next we present principles and rules for general local or global digital 
currencies with or without the block chain technology that can solve the great 
indirect evil in our civilization which is large percentages of poverty. This pov-
erty is not due to lack of good and resources but mainly a systemic crime based 
on the distribution and circulation of the money without a free basic income. 
A planet like earth can comfortably support up to 10 billion people if the right 
to access the goods (money) is appropriately distributed (free basic income). 
We are at the moment a bit more than 7,5 billion people. This poverty can be 
eliminated through the free basic income, which unfortunately cannot come 
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entirely from the taxes as it us a too large expense, but only directly through 
the money issuing,

We describe general new principles t design new types of healthy money 
and present rules how such local currencies that provide a free basic income 
can function within the old forms of banking currency.

The next rules and principles for local digital currencies are variations 
and synthesis of similar rules of the local currency of Woergle in Austria in 
the decade of 1930, and of the modern Sardex local currency in Italy. (see [8])

The rules lead also to a parallel local currency to that of the dominant (US 
dollar or Euro etc) which is not inflation based, it includes the basic income 
and all the taxes are paid in full to the dominant currency (US dollar or Euro 
etc)

Let us put some terminology to ease the discussion Let us consider 2 prop-
erties of money

1. Unit of measurement of value of other goods (This aspect of money does 
not require the existence of private property in the social system)

2. Store of value (This aspect of money is usually linked with the existence 
of private property in the social system)

If both hold for a currency let us call it 1st generation money, while if only 
the 1st property holds and not the second let us call it 2nd generation money. 
1st generation money can be bought and sold and borrowed with interest, but 
2nd generation money cannot (it has no interest rate too).

Also for the 1st generation money if in order to issue it one requires collat-
eral (to be backed up with e.g. gold or a basket of goods and services) let us 
call it collateral based money, while if it is possible to issue it without corre-
sponding to an already existing good zero-generated money or currency. For 
example the current banking money is zero-generated money. Obviously the 
bitcoin is not 2nd generation money and zero-generated, while complemen-
tary credit currencies like Sardex is 2nd generation money but also collateral 
money. Also the internet currency gradido (by Bernd Huckstadt, http://gradido.
net/en/Book/c/1/book) is 1st generation money too but also zero-generated.

Now what are the desired experience for money that we would like so as to 
improve social life and the existential experience of it? In my psychology and 
perception the next would be the desired properties

1. We want money that frees from financial slavery (e.g. minimum free 
basic income).

2. We want money that everybody can issue and is not the privilege to few 
only
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3. We want money that provides capital (equity not debt) to anyone who 
want to make a growing business

4. We want money that is not tied directly to private property, as few only 
have sufficient large private property

5. We want money that its rules allow the decrease of private property 
inequalities.

6. We want money that is closer to the functions of the free flowing infor-
mation of the web, rather than money tied to static private property.

Therefore under these desired properties, we should favour
1. 2nd generation money versus 1st generation money
2. And from 1st generation money, the zero-generated versus the collateral 

based money.

We do live in a world of 1st generation and zero-generated money, which 
is more intangible, than the collateral money which is more hard materialistic. 
I believe we should no go back to collateral money. People trading in stock 
exchanges (when they do not lose massively money) experience the idea of 
making money from nothing. Although this may seem and may be parasitic, 
we can convert this feeling to something fruitful for the productive economics. 
We should take the zero-generated money and transform it or the sake of lib-
erating financial the majority and reducing economic inequalities. It seems to 
me more spiritual, more charming and with more degrees of freedom to define 
what we want with money.

General Principles of Local or Global or Digital Currencies
(The principles are desired, but not all principles are realized by the rules)

1.  Principle of democratic equality
Whenever new currency is issued, it belongs to the collective equally to 

all. All members are equal with respect to the rules of the currency. The value 
of the currency corresponds to the productive and wealth creating ability of 
the people as individuals and collectively. Every situation and intention for 
productivity by a person or group of persons that will be good for the collec-
tive, and if the lupper limit of percentage of money to the non-money wealth 
of the society is nor surpassed, is a good reason for issuing of money to create 
more than 80% equity capital (and not borrowed liability capital) to support 
the productivity.
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2.  Principle of consistent inheritance of the civilization to all
Every person has the birth right till the end of his life to basic goods and 

services for good survival. This is done through the minimal subsidy or free 
basic income of survival, which defines a non-zero-sum periodic residual for 
every person

3.  Principle of non-proprietary money (2nd generation money) and 
proprietary money (1st generation money)
The 2nd generation money is only abstract units of measurement of eco-

nomic subjective value, therefore it cannot be property of anyone. Currency 
cannot be bought sold, lent, or borrowed, on an interest rate. Instead of own-
ing amounts of currency, there is the almost equivalent concept of temporary 
credit from the collective to any member of the collective, for any goods and 
services that the collective can provide, measured in units of economic value. 
If the local central authority itself owns such “money” units, then it means 
that it is inversely a temporary credit from the members of the collective to 
the collective, for goods and services that the collective can provide, measured 
in units of economic value. The value of the currency corresponds to the pro-
ductive and wealth creating ability of the people as atoms and collectively. 
1st generation money has the properties 1) portable for purposes of means of 
exchange and transactions 2) Its units of value that measure the value of goods 
3) It is the store of value. But 2nd generation of money has the properties 1) 2) 
but not 3) as it is not store of value. Therefore, here we are taking about 2nd 
generation money. Modern 1st generation money that are also store of value, 
most probably should be a fixed basket of goods and services. E.g. the unit 
could be a basket of goods and services that an average person needs for a 
decent life during one month. Non-proprietary money (2nd generation) can be 
converted to proprietary 1st generation money according to in advance decided 
and agreed rules.

4.  Principle about the amount of currency
The amount of existing currency at each time is related in a monotone 

increasing way to the a) size of the population b) volume of activities c) Vol-
ume of tangible wealth or assets, locally produced or imported. For small 
collectives, that the accounting and evaluation of the assets is difficult the 
dependence of the amount of currency on the 3rd factor of assets is not used.

The rules are such that for constant population, volumes of activity and 
tangible wealth, the amount of currency is asymptotically constant (so no infla-
tion is created by the rules of the currency itself). For example, if only the c) 
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factor of the volume of tangible wealth or assets, a suggested of corresponding 
size of money amount would be 66% (=2/3). This is as percentage about the 
percentage of water in the biomass.

5.  Principle of reduction of inequalities
The collective network puts rules of the currency, so as to reduce in a con-

sistent way the financial inequalities.
(The principles are desired, but not all principles are realized by the rules 

of the currency)

6.1.  Principle of the central local authority (case of public authority 
issuing the currency)

The collective network has privilege as far as issuing, and distribution of 
the currency compared to the members, only so as to serve the totality of the 
members and the environment.

6.2.  Principle of non-central authority. (case of private enterprise issuing 
the currency)

The administrators of the collective network have no privilege as far as 
issuing, and distribution of the currency compared to the members.

7.  Principle of non-debt society.
The issued currency is circulating from the issuing agency to the collective 

mainly (e.g. suggested at least by 4/5) with other ways than debt.

8. Principle of economic autonomy
The rules are such that the collective can sustain itself economically for 

an indefinitely time under normal conditions. This means that exports and 
imports both for tangible goods and intangible services are not non-balancing 
in systematic way in such amounts that supersede the ability of payments by 
the collective.

Local (City) Government Currency Within the Old Banking Currency 
Rules of the Network

The members of the local currency can be physical persons, enterprises and 
the local city government itself.

The percentages x%, y%, z%, 1% reduction monthly etc are universal con-
stants and parameters of the local currency.
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1. Rules of issuing and distribution of the currency (Population, assets 
and volume of activities

1.1. Every month the local (city) government is issuing and is giving a con-
stant amount per each person-member of the network as survival subside(e.g. 
1000 equivalent to euro). The issued currency has a date of birth in the com-
puter system. This covers the principle 2, and that the amount of circulat-
ing currency depends only on the number of individuals in the population as 
backed-up by the intangible assets of productivity of the individuals of the 
population. Alternatively it depends both on the number of individuals in the 
population plus as percentage of the value of the total assets-wealth of the 
population both tangible in t% and intangible in i% and also as percentage of 
the volume of productive activities (local group GDP) p%. It also covers the 
principle 5 of reduction of inequalities.

1.2. But at the same time, when 1.1 is applied the local government is issu-
ing 2 times the same amount for each member, so that half of it serves as the 
taxes, corresponding to that person, and the other half, for the ecological envi-
ronment and foreign (to the collective) transactions with other collectives. We 
notice here that although there is “taxation” for persons there is no for orga-
nizations. As economic organizations reflect also economic inequalities, this 
means the local government does not have advantage in the taxes by higher 
economic inequalities.

1.3. At each indented transaction between two members of the local cur-
rency, x% (e.g. 10%, but it maybe agreed to be 100% also) of its value is done 
in the local electronic currency (possibly after issuing automatically by the 
local government the necessary local currency), for the buying side, which 
is received by the selling side. The issued currency has a date of birth in the 
computer system.

1.4. For small collectives of local currency the dependence of the issued 
currency on the existing wealth does not apply, for reasons of non-available 
information and the principle 5. But if it does apply, then there is a one time 
initial issuing and granting of an amount of local currency at the subscription 
of the member in the local currency proportional to the size of its assets with 
a coefficient equal for all members.

2.  Rules of currency withdrawal from circulation for asymptotic 
constant amount of currency
2.1. Any amount of local currency as a kind of automatic tax that does no 

go to anyone though not even to the local government, or withdrawal from 
circulation, decreases its value, by 1% monthly (in general y% monthly), and 
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in general proportionally in time with the above rate, according to its date of 
birth. The 1% is set so the annual rate of decrease is close to the rate of a low 
taxation, thus familiar. Otherwise higher rates, would make the local currency 
undesirable to store economic value compared to the old banking currency 
(e.g. Euro). Furthermore this rule of simple proportionality can be improved 
(relative to the principle 5) to be with an increasing percentage to the size of 
the amount of currency according to an agreed table exactly as it is down in the 
taxation in the current banking currency (e.g., euro) This rule of depletion of 
the value of the currency are set so as to have asymptotically constant amount 
of circulating currency relative to population, and thus no inflation due to the 
issuing of new currency.

Alternatively to this rule is that the currency does not lose money by time, 
but at the death of a person all the currency that he/she poses is annihilated. 
Again for constant population and length of life, this creates a constant amount 
of currency which therefore is not inflationary.

2.2. Alternatively to 2.1, at each transaction, as a kind of automatic tax that 
does no go to anyone though, there is a subtraction of the part of the value, 
of the transaction in the local currency by 12%. which is charged equally as 
6% to the buying and selling sides. Furthermore this rule of simple propor-
tionality can be improved (relative to the principle 5) to be with an increasing 
percentage to the size of the amount of currency according to an agreed table 
exactly as it is down in the taxation in the current banking currency (e.g., 
euro This rule of withdrawal of currency from circulation is set so as to have 
asymptotically constant amount of circulating currency relative to the volume 
of activities, and thus no inflation due to the issuing of new currency.

2.3 Receipts and other accounting documents are produced for every trans-
action as if it was carried out in full value in the old banking currency. National 
taxes are paid also in full in the old banking currency, by both sides.

3. Rules of authority responsibilities and economics
3.1. The local (city) that runs the network of the local currency through 

the internet, acts as a not-for- profit organization. The accumulated funds in 
the local currency, by the “taxation” (rule 1.2) are utilized exclusively for the 
common good, of the collective, and only after appropriate direct-democratic 
voting (through the internet) and financial auditing, of the members to the 
administrators of the local (city) government.
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4.  Rules of correlation of the local currency with the old banking 
currency.
1.1. The cross exchange rate of the local electronic currency to the parallel 

global banking currency (e.g. euro) is determined either in a semi-fixed rate 
adjusted by a political decision after a voting of all members of the network, 
or it is left free-floating defined daily by the free market of exchanges.

1.2. Any person, enterprise, or other organization that becomes a mem-
ber of the local currency is committed to provide at least z% (e.g. 10% as in 
Sardex) of its sales, if there is demand for it, by other members of the local 
currency, to be carried out in the local currency. This includes both tangible 
goods and intangible services and salaries (as long as both the organization and 
the employee are members of the local currency).

1.3. Any transaction between two members of the local currency must be 
done in at least x% of its total value, in the local currency (e.g. 10% or 100%). 
But there is a veto option for the member-buyer to have it 100% in the local 
currency. This veto option of the buyer cannot override the veto option too of 
the seller not to make available more than z% (e.g. 10% as in Sardex) of its 
sales in the local non-banking currency.

5. Rules of economic autonomy
The details of the rules so as to have economic autonomy as in the principle 

8, are left open.

Private Enterprise Local Currency Within the Old Banking Currency. 
Rules of the Network

The members of the local currency can be physical persons, enterprises or 
the local city government itself. The percentages x%, y% (or 1% reduction 
monthly), z%, etc are universal constants and parameters of the local currency.

1. Rules of issuing of the currency and distribution (Population, assets and 
volume of activities)

1.1. Every month the network is issuing and is giving a constant amount per 
each person-member of the network as survival subside (e.g. 1000 equivalent 
to euro). The issued currency has a date of birth in the computer system. This 
covers the principle 2, and that the amount of circulating currency depends 
only on the number of individuals in the population as backed-up by the intan-
gible assets of productivity of the individuals of the population. Alternatively 
it depends both on the number of individuals in the population plus as per-
centage of the value of the total assets-wealth of the population both tangible 
in t% and intangible in i% and also as percentage of the volume of productive 
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activities (local group GDP) p%. It also covers the principle 5 of reduction of 
inequalities.

1.2. At each indented transaction between two members of the local cur-
rency, x% (e.g. 10% or even 100%) of its value is done through the electronic 
local currency (possibly after issuing the necessary local currency), for the 
buying side, which is received by the selling side. The issued currency has a 
date of birth in the computer system.

1.3. For small collectives of local currency the dependence of the issued 
currency on the existing wealth does not apply, for reasons of non-available 
information and the principle 5.

2.  Rules of taxation or currency withdrawal from circulation for 
asymptotic constant amount of currency
2.1. Any amount of local currency as a kind of automatic tax that does no 

go to anyone though, or withdrawal from circulation, decreases its value, by 
1% monthly (in general y% monthly), and in general proportionally in time 
with the above rate, according to its date of birth. The 1% is set so at the annual 
rate of decrease is close to the rate of a low taxation, thus familiar. Otherwise 
higher rates, would make the local currency undesirable to store economic 
value compared to the old banking currency (e.g. Euro). Furthermore this rule 
of simple proportionality can be improved (relative to the principle 5) to be 
with an increasing percentage to the size of the amount of currency according 
to an agreed table exactly as it is down in the taxation in the current banking 
currency (e.g., euro) This rule of depletion of the value of the currency is set 
so as to have asymptotically constant amount of circulating currency relative 
to population, and thus no inflation due to the issuing of new currency. Alter-
natively to this rule is that the currency does not lose money by time, but at 
the death of a person all the currency that he/she poses is annihilated. Again 
for constant population and length of life, this creates a constant amount of 
currency which therefore is not inflationary. 

2.2. Alternatively to 2.1, at each transaction, as a kind of automatic tax that 
does no go to anyone though, there is a subtraction of the value, of the trans-
action in the local currency by 12%. which is charged equally as 6% to the 
buying and selling sides. Furthermore this rule of simple proportionality can 
be improved (relative to the principle 5) to be with an increasing percentage 
to the size of the amount of currency according to an agreed table exactly as 
it is down in the taxation in the current banking currency (e.g., euro) This rule 
of withdrawal of currency from circulation is set so as to have asymptotically 
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constant amount of circulating currency relative to the volume of activities, 
and thus no inflation due to the issuing of new currency.

2.3. Receipts and other accounting documents are produced for every trans-
action as if it was carried out in full value in the old banking currency. National 
taxes are paid also in full in the old banking currency, by both sides.

3. Rules of network administration reward
3.1 The private enterprise that runs the network of the local currency 

through the internet, should be preferably but not necessarily a not-for-profit 
organization. The covering of the costs of this organization is through monthly 
fees, that are z% (e.g. 10%) in the local currency and 100%-z% in the old 
banking currency (e.g. euro). The organization that coordinates the local cur-
rency has the same rights and privileges as any other member organization of 
the local currency.

4. Rules of correlation of the local currency with the old banking 
currency

4.1. The cross exchange rate of the local electronic currency to the parallel 
global banking currency (e.g. euro) is determined either in a semi-fixed rate 
adjusted by a political decision after a voting of all members of the network, 
or it is left free-floating defined daily by the free market of exchanges.

4.2. Any person, enterprise, or other organization that becomes a member 
of the local currency is committed to provide at least z% (e.g. as in Sardex 
10%) of its sales, if there is demand for it by other members of the local cur-
rency, to be carried out in the local currency. This includes both tangible goods 
and intangible services and salaries (as long as both the organization and the 
employee are members of the local currency).

4.3. Any transaction between two members of the local currency must be 
done in at least x% (e.g. 10% but also maybe 100%) of its total value, in the 
local currency. But there is a veto option for the buyer to have it 100% in the 
local currency. This veto option of the buyer cannot override the veto option 
too of the seller not to make available more than z% (e.g. 10% as in the local 
currency of Sardex) of its sales in the local non-banking currency.

5. Rules of economic autonomy
The details of the rules so as to have economic autonomy as in the principle 

8, are left open.
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4. Conclusions
We summarize the conclusions of this article’s analysis in a short list of 4 

points
1. The exercise of substantial constructive justice and ethics in the financial 

decision making should be based on the principles of evolution of the soul con-
sciousness and collective social good of the majority and not on the interests of 
a privileged financial oligarchy against the many. Otherwise, it is an exercise 
of destructive, short-sighted, bureaucratic regressive justice and economy.

2. Poverty is the main system evil of our economy and it can be cured 
through the free basic income. But unfortunately the free basic income cannot 
be derived solely from taxes, as it is a too large expense. It has to come directly 
from the money issuing organization.

3. We discover 5 toxic anti-democratic functions of the banking monetary 
system that create periodically debt crises. These functions originate during 
the gold standard an as the gold standard has been abandoned, so we can also 
correct them through top-down democratization of the banking monetary sys-
tem. In this way poverty can also be eliminated as the free basic income can 
be derived now directly from money issuing.

4. Alternatively, the poverty may be eliminated with the free basic income 
through bottom-up alternative decentralized non-banking digital local or 
global currencies. We state the necessary principles for such currencies (gov-
ernmental or not) and we give 2 examples of designs of them which are fully 
taxed within the old banking currencies.
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REAL PROPERTY TAXATION IN GREECE,  
THE EFFECTS ON THE REAL ESTATE MARKET AND 
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to highlight the problems created by the sudden increase in real 

property taxation in the real estate market, the burden on the construction industry, the reduction 
of demand and therefore real estate prices, the pressure on the financial system of banks, but also 
the pressure this in turn has on the market by reducing funding.
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1. Introduction
Property taxes are considered to be the least burdensome for development 

with the fewest distortions for the economy (Arnold, 2008). However, the 
effects of the imposition of high property taxes are not immediately percep-
tible. The real estate market is directly affected by the increase in taxation, 
construction activity shrinks, the banking system and other macroeconomic 
performances of the economy are affected, ultimately creating a more unfa-
vorable overall result in the course of development. 

Through the empirical monitoring of transactions, macroeconomic figures 
and other short-term indicators, an attempt is made to record the effects of the 
tax increase in our country. While, through primary research, the evaluation of 
the tax system in terms of economic efficiency and justice in general, but also in 
particular the real property tax, as well as the return of investors was attempted. 
Determining the factors that affect the price of real estate also examines whether 
these changes affect the financial system. The current market situation is recorded 
and corrective actions made or discussed for the next period are evaluated.
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There are opinions arguing that real property taxation gives fiscal govern-
ments budgetary margins to make the tax system more efficient and equitable 
with the least possible distortions (Musgrave & Musgrave, 1989). Their use 
reduces the dependence of a tax system on income or consumption taxes (Tro-
janek & Kisiala, 2018). However, the real estate market is a very important 
sector of the economy with a multiplying effect on the course of the country's 
economy and the financial system (Maniatis, et al., 2019). High real property 
taxation can have adverse effects that are not immediately perceptible (Norre-
gaard, 2013). Besides, the imposition of ENFIA failed to bring the expected 
tax revenues that had been set as a goal, instead it contributed to the deepening 
of the crisis and problems in the economy, further reducing the disposable 
income of citizens (Christelis, 2015).

2. Long-term and short-term sizes of the economy
Knowledge, determination and proper management of the tax base are a key 

factor in the effective imposition of taxes on real estate. Proper identification of 
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the number, type and value of real estate as well as the best possible manage-
ment of updates at regular intervals, are the crucial elements that make these 
taxes profitable. 

In Greece, the positive effects they had on the overall economic develop-
ment of the country are not obvious. Until 2011, revenues from real property 
taxes came mainly from transaction taxes and not from recurring property 
taxes (Rapanos & Kaplanoglou, 2014) and amounted to a total of 2.2% of 
GDP. From 2011 and on, the taxes from the transactions were reduced due to 
the reduction of the transactions in the real estate but also of the tax rates a 

Table 1: GDP, house price Index and rent Index

Year

G.D.P. House Price Index Rent 
Index Index P/R

Current 
price 

(million)

annual 
change 
percent

nominal 
prices

annual 
change 
percent

annual 
change 
percent

2007 100,00 5,90

2008 241,990 101,70 1,70 3,90 97,90

2009 237,534 -1,84 97,90 -3,70 3,60 91,00

2010 224,124 -5,65 93,3 -4,70 2,40 84,70

2011 203,308 -9,28 88,20 -5,50 0,80 79,40

2012 188,389 -7,33 78,00 -11,70 -2,10 71,60

2013 179,616 -4,65 69,50 -10,90 -6,80 68,50

2014 177,349 -1,26 64,30 -7,50 -7,70 68,60

2015 176,110 -0,69 61,10 -5,10 -4,40 68,20

2016 174,237 -1,00 59,60 -2,40 -2,60 68,30

2017 177,152 1,60 59,00 -1,00 -2,20 69,20

2018 179,727 1,40 60,10 1,80 -3,20 72,70

2019 183,413 2,05 64,40 7,20 78,00

Source: Bank of Greece, ELSTAT
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little later. Due to the large increase in recurring property taxes, total revenues 
from real property taxes increased, reaching 3.3% in 2018 (Taxation trends in 
the European Union, 2020). They continue to have a relatively small share in 
the tax revenues of the country since in 2019 they accounted for 5.4% of total 
tax revenues. (A.A.D.E., 2019).

With the imposition of high recurring property taxes, however, household 
disposable income already burdened by the financial crisis has shrunk even 
further, as has consumption, of course not in favor of savings which were 
moving negatively over the same period, while at the same time investments 
had been reduced to zero. In an attempt to maintain a level of consumption and 
meet basic needs on the one hand, or in an attempt to meet tax liabilities on the 
other, households used the already saved income. 

Real estate returns fell, which led to a sharp drop in transactions. The mar-
ket was frozen and this resulted in the inability of households to liquidate the 
real estate in order to cover the ever-increasing liabilities. Prices fell at a faster 
rate of change than GDP (table 1), especially after the imposition of recurring 
property taxes (Chart 2).

The construction industry was further burdened by the imposition of recurring 
property taxes. The imposition of VAT on real estate brought a drop in the issuance 
of new building permits initially with an average annual reduction of around 10% 
which however tripled in 2011 from the imposition of new property taxes, reach-
ing 36% in 2012. Construction costs did not follow the same reduction in prices, 
therefore the return on investments for constructors decreased significantly.
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3. Financial system
This situation logically affects the banking system as well. Banks also own 

real estate, so the value of their portfolio is directly affected by falling prices, 
but at the same time their credit risk is affected. The reduction of prices leads 
to a reduction of the return of the real estate; the liquidity of the consumers 
is limited so there are difficulties in the repayment of loans that have already 
been given. Also, the use of real estate as a guarantee for the provision of new 
financing can no longer achieve the same values, resulting in the reduction of 
financing, and therefore of the total liquidity in the market and households. 
This creates a vicious circle in the economy that simply feeds back the prob-
lem.

According to Chaliasos, (2012) Greece is a country where residents tra-
ditionally invest in real estate, which are by far the most important asset of 
households (over 80%), while on the other hand they have minimum liquid 
assets. Let us not forget that home ownership has very high levels in our coun-
try. Imposing a tax on real property was expected to put even more pressure 
on the already burdened disposable income and to bring worse results to the 
economy than expected. About 80% of the total bank deposits belonged to 
households (Chaliasos, 2012). In other words, the economic circumstances 
were such that the banking system was directly dependent on households, 
which presented marginal liquidity in the composition of their financial data. 
This fact in combination with the reduction of wages, uncertainty, unemploy-
ment led to the increase of the percentage of due loans from 5% in 2008 to 
49% in the period 2016-17 (Bank of Greece, 2020).

Table 2: Building Permits
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The study and recording of changes in property prices has emerged in 
recent years as particularly critical. Indicators were created to monitor these 
changes as well as movements of this particular market. It is not uncommon 
for changes in the housing market to be used even as forecasts for future eco-
nomic turmoil. Many argue that the abrupt fluctuations in the housing price 
index to rent may herald the existence of a bubble in property prices (Hardou-
velis, 2009). It is worth noting that the recessions that follow such an abrupt 
change in prices are up to three times greater than recessions caused by other 
events (Praet, 2019). However, it is very difficult to diagnose this phenom-
enon at the time it occurs. In Greece, however, for the period under review, 
the above-mentioned index remained at expected levels without abrupt fluc-
tuations, following almost completely the change in GDP (Bank of Greece, 
2020) (Chart 3).

In recent years, efforts have been made to strengthen and stimulate this 
sector of the economy. The reduction of ENFIA rates, the suspension of VAT 
and the arrangements for strengthening the banking system, seem to have a 
positive effect in the end (ELSTAT, 2020). There is an increase in the issuance 
of building permits, a doubling of real estate transactions and an increase in 
prices as well as the demand for new building loans. Even foreign investments 
in high value real estate in Greece have increased significantly in recent years, 
accounting for 35% of the country's total foreign investment for 2019 (Mitra-
kos, 2020). 
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4. Research
In the context of the present paper, an attempt was made to approach the 

issue with primary data that were collected. The purpose was to record the 
views of people involved in the real estate market, the problems they faced 
from the abrupt increase in taxation, but also their expectations for the future.

4.1 Planning and methodology

The issues that were examined are the feeling that exists towards the exist-
ing tax system, the factors that affect real estate prices, the interdependence 
with the banking system and the market movement as well. Finally, corrective 
actions of the state that were made or are being discussed in the future were 
evaluated.

It took place in October and November 2020 to a targeted audience, which 
deals with the real estate market. Specifically to Notaries, lawyers, engineers, 
real estate agents, civil and municipal employees (employed in real estate 
departments), as well as bank employees (employed in lending departments) 
in the Prefectures of Thessaloniki, Pella and Kilkis.

The questionnaire contained 24 questions. It was compiled and distributed 
electronically through the Google Forms platform and responses were col-
lected, quantified and processed in Excel sheets.

4.2. Research results

The study involved 248 people, most of them with a university degree. It 
was considered important to find out whether the participants are also property 
owners or not. The majority of 41% have up to two properties, 28% have three 
to five properties, while 14% answered that they have more than six properties. 
In other words, in addition to their professional occupation with real estate, 
they themselves are burdened by the imposition of taxation.

The economic efficiency, the financial justice of the tax system, as well as 
the profitability of real estate investment were examined. The efficiency of 
a tax system is judged by its results, that is, whether it enhances growth by 
supporting the economic prosperity of citizens, entrepreneurship, work, by 
creating incentives and not restrictions. The country's tax system has failed to 
clearly convince citizens of its performance, with 36% saying they are a little 
convinced, and 16% not at all compared to those who think it is quite efficient 
(38%) and very efficient (10%). It fails much more to create a sense of justice 
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for equal treatment. 51% think it is a little fair while 29% say it is not at all 
fair. On the one hand, property taxation is considered a little (by 43%) fair and 
not at all fair by 23%, in the sense that owning real estate is an indicator of 
tax capacity but also a means of redistributing income from the richest, who 
are more burdened, to the weaker. But on the other hand there is a sense of 
injustice regarding double income taxation which has simply changed form 
without generating additional revenue. 45% of the respondents answered it is 
not at all fair and 39% that it is a little fair. After all, real estate cannot be a tax 
target by the state due to its immediate and easy identification. 

Price pressure from imposing a new tax on already acquired property 
reduces its value, as well as its expected return. This, of course, affects the 
holder's behavior in terms of his disposable income or the amount he intends 
to spend. It is considered to be quite affected by 40% and absolutely by 11%. 
It is obvious that in case the property has been acquired with a loan, the owner 
is burdened even more, since the fall in property prices puts pressure on the 
banking system. On the other hand, the new buyer is indifferent (36%) to the 
imposition of a new tax. In order to proceed with the investment, the new 
charge on its return has been calculated, since it is integrated in the price and 
reduces it. The participants state that it is slightly affected in 29%, but also 
a 19% consider that it is affected enough. Obviously these answers concern 
the stability of the country's tax system, which makes the forecast for future 
returns more valid and secure. In an environment of instability, investors are 
more restrained because of the increased risk. However, the fall in prices after 
the imposition of a new tax has an impact on the supply of new real estate. 
Their construction costs remain at the same increased levels the selling prices 
are reduced, so the builders return also decreases, so the quantity of new real 
estate offered decreases, a fact which increases the prices.

Some of the factors that determine prices, as well as the dependence of the 
financial system on them were evaluated. The utility of the property, its loca-
tion as well as the factors of supply and demand and the coverage of needs are 
considered very important. However, the factor of disposable income, that is, 
the purchasing power of consumers, which is considered to completely affect 
prices by 49%, is considered even more important (table 3).

The problem that exists in our country regarding the monitoring and record-
ing of changes in prices and the valuation of real estate according to market 
conditions, is of major importance and creates many problems in transactions 
(56% say enough and 39% absolutely). Even within the same services the set 
prices are different. In addition, the difference that exists between commercial 
and objective prices in Greece is considered to fully burden the transactions at 
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a rate of 48% and quite at 45%. This fact indicates the need for uniform legis-
lation and treatment of the issue and systematic monitoring of real prices. The 
optimistic scenario claims that the completion of the Cadastre will help in this 
direction as well, in the aspect that it will greatly enhance the confidence of 

Table 3: Factors that determine prices (percentage %)

Not at all A little bit Indifferent Enough Absolutely

Utility 6 6 4 68 20

Stock of real estate 2 15 22 47 14

Supply and demand 4 48 48

Special offers 3 12 18 58 9

Location 4 10 45 41

Coverage of needs 13 29 36 18 2

Disposable income 3 4 44 49

48

27 26

0 0 2
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  Loan Warranty rice of disposable income financial statements and
results

absolutely not at all a lot indifferent a little bit

Chart 4:  Dependence of the banking system on real estate prices 
(percentage %)
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investors in the market by 60% and 14% absolutely. At the moment there is no 
official public body to monitor and control the declared price of transactions. 
There is a feeling, however, that the transactions will be greatly facilitated 
(46%) and a very significant percentage of 38% believe that they will be com-
pletely facilitated by the completion of the cadastre.

Price stability is a factor that also plays an important role for a sound finan-
cial system. The financial statements and results of banks are directly and 
indirectly affected by the fluctuations, their decline leads to a reduction in 
financing with all that this entails for the economy and the vicious circle that 
is created. But also the uncontrolled rise, can lead to bubbles with catastrophic 
effects on the economy. The housing market is considered according to the 
research to be prone to bubbles and is affected very much by 60% and abso-
lutely by 23%.

The results of the research regarding the dependence of the banking system 
on real estate prices are presented in detail in the following Chart 4

Factors that led the market to the current situation were examined while 
evaluating the corrective measures taken by the management or proposed for 
the future. The shrinking of disposable income mainly, the reduction of bank 
financing and the imposition of high taxation, were the main aggravating fac-
tors that led the market to this situation (Table 4).

The corrective measures taken in recent years by the state regarding banks 
and due loans, the suspension of VAT, but also the reduction of ENFIA rates, 
led to an increase in the return on investment in real estate, stimulated the 
domestic market, but strengthened foreign investment even more, which seems 

Table 4:  Factors that negatively affected real estate transactions 
(percentage %)

Not at all A little bit Indifferent A lot Absolutely

Reduction of 
bank financing 12 59 29

Stock of real estate 1 12 7 63 17

Shrinking of 
disposable income 2 33 65

High taxation 3 15 48 31
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to be at a percentage of 42% entirely responsible for improving the market 
image (Table 5). Also, a percentage of 58% of the respondents believe that the 
abolition of the supplementary EN.F.IA. will greatly strengthen this sector and 
a significant percentage of 19% that it will absolutely strengthen it.

The completion of the cadastre is expected to give a new impetus, as well 
as to improve the existing conditions, as there is a belief that it will secure 
the property by 36% absolutely and 47% a lot. However, regarding the fair 
distribution of taxes, there is a perception that the operation of the cadastre is 
indifferent at a rate of 43%. Another thing that is not expected to have such a 
big effect on the return of property taxes is the transfer of their management to 
the local government. Even though it may be more associated with exchanges 
that will be more immediate and visible to citizens. 

Finally, an issue that was raised and requires immediate resolution and 
may be corrected by the operation of the cadastre and the intensification of 
inspections is the falsely stated price in the transactions. Tax evasion may not 
be accurately measured, but there are few cases where the declared price is 
the real one. Survey participants believe that the existing system ensures little 
(53%) or not at all (23%) the honest recording of the price in transactions and 
only 12% believe that it is captured sufficiently.

Table 5:  Factors that positively affect real estate transactions 
(percentage %)

Not at all A little bit Indifferent A lot Absolutely

Settings on 
red loans 6 12 20 46 16

Suspension of VAT 5 14 13 55 13

Abolition of the 
supplementary 
EN.F.IA

3 11 9 58 19

Foreign investment 
capitals from 
abroad

7 18 18 15 42
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5. Conclusions
In our country, the imposition of high recurring property taxes further 

burdened the already reduced disposable income and consumption. Savings 
moved to negative levels and investments were eliminated. Real estate prices 
fell, driving investors’ returns to zero and freezing the market. The possibility 
of liquidation of household real estate was non-existent. This whole situation 
put even more pressure on the banks, which on the one hand were unable to 
restore liquidity in the market and on the other hand reduced their financing 
even more, under pressure themselves, directly and indirectly, from falling 
prices. This created a vicious circle in the economy that merely fed back the 
problem.

Knowledge and determination of the tax base, in terms of the number of 
properties, their type and value, in combination with the financial level of 
their owners and their tax capacity, is a tool in the hands of the administration 
for effective fiscal policy. The unified calculation of the value of the proper-
ties based on their real market price and the constant monitoring of changes 
is a precondition for the development of the specific sector but also for the 
improvement of the tax efficiency. The strengthening of the state audit services 
as well as the upgrading of the computerization systems, certainly contributes 
in this direction. The abolition of additional ENFIA, which is considered the 
main deterrent for investors, could also create conditions for growth, not only 
of the specific sector of construction and the real estate market, but also of the 
entire economy of the country, boosting domestic investments while attracting 
capitals from abroad.
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A SURVEY ON LATTICE-BASED BLIND SIGNATURES 
AND THEIR FEASIBILITY

D. PAPACHRISTOUDIS*

Abstract
Lattice-based cryptography has proved to be a very promising and versatile candidate for 

the post-quantum era. While it has been widely successful for more basic cryptographic primi-
tives like digital signatures, much less progress has been made with more advanced primitives 
like blind signature schemes. This article provides a comparative overview of developments 
regarding lattice-based blind signature schemes in terms of security and feasibility. We review 
security flaws and potential attacks, bottlenecks in their performance, implementation issues, 
and the applicability of known impossibility results from the literature. A comparison is also 
made with alternative post-quantum proposals.

JEL Classification: O3, G2, M2
Keywords: Blind signatures, Privacy-oriented cryptography, e-cash, e-voting

1. Introduction
We live in the highly digitized Age of Information. The rise of the Inter-

net heralded a major and rapid shift from the traditional industry towards an 
economy based upon information technologies. Indeed, all of us employ some 
form of electronic services in our daily lives (e-mail services, online banking, 
e-learning through various software, etc). Not surprisingly, there is great effort 
being put in the digital transformation of the global economy as evidenced by 
the high precedence set for it by administrative bodies such as the European 
Commission (EC, n.d.),the spread of Information and Communication Tech-
nologies across all business sectors as a means of enhancing productivity, and 
by the dramatic increase of cryptocurrencies in only a few years (Statista, 
n.d.). This Internet Economy (Carlsson, 2004) gives rise to a vast new array 
of opportunities for businesses, it boosts the development of trustworthy 
technology, it enables a sustainable and vibrant economy, and it fosters an 
open and democratic society. A major component of this new economy is the 
so-called e-business infrastructure (hardware, software, telecom, networks, 
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etc). However,digital networks are susceptible to hacking, which creates the 
need for sophisticated cryptographic systems in order to secure transactions 
over insecure digital networks. On the other hand, it is well-understood that 
the amount of disclosed personal user information during any form of transac-
tion should be kept at a strict minimum. In general, it is paramount for every 
publicly used digital system to strike the right balance between digital security 
and digital anonymity.

Digital signatures are a cryptographic primitive that enables one party, 
termed the signer, to issue signatures on messages or documents, validating 
their authenticity to some other party, termed the user. Such schemes primarily 
safeguard against attempts of impersonation, repudiation, and message tam-
pering. However, forfeiting the confidentiality of the message-to-be-signed 
becomes problematic for privacy-oriented applications in which the message 
needs to remain unintelligible to the signer. For example, in an e-voting sce-
nario, it would be highly undesirable for a voter to have to reveal the contents 
of his ballot to the authority responsible for validation. Similarly, in an e-cash 
context, a digital coin should mimic the properties of a physical coin. In par-
ticular, it should refrain from exposing its serial number on creation time as 
this would provide insight to the bank w.r.t. where its owner opted to spend it.

Blind Signature schemes (BS) are a variant of digital signatures, pioneered 
by D. Chaum in 1982 (Chaum, 1983) in an effort to create an electronic ver-
sion of conventional cash. Since their original conception, they have found 
a myriad of applications in electronic voting (Kumar et al., 2017), e-cash 
(Chaum, 1983), anonymous authentication via digital credentials (Baldimtsi 
and Lysyanskaya, 2013) like Microsoft’s U-Prove (Paquin and Zaverucha, 
2013), wireless sensor networks (WSN) (Zhang et al, 2012), blindly signed 
contracts to ensure anonymity and fairness in cryptocurrencies (Heilman et al., 
2016), to name a few. The key idea in blind signature schemes is to separate 
the party owning the message from the party issuing signatures. This is done 
by allowing the owner of the message to interact through a cryptographic pro-
tocol with the signer in order to obtain a signature on it, but in a way that does 
not expose the message to the signer’s view. The resulting signature can still be 
verified against the signer’s public key, just like with typical digital signatures. 
However, nobody –not even the signer– can link a message-signature pair to 
a signing transcript. There have been numerous BS proposals in the literature, 
including early work by (Chaum, 1983; Chaum, 1984) and later advances 
(Okamoto, 1992; Camenisch et al., 1995; Nyberg and Rueppel, 1993; Schnorr, 
1990; Pointcheval, 1998; Fan and Lei, 1998; Hauck et al., 2019). However, all 
are based on number-theoretic assumptions, such as the hardness of factoring 
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large integers, computing discrete logarithms, or the quadratic residuosity 
problem. Unfortunately, the security assumptions underlying these schemes 
are known to be vulnerable to quantum attacks thanks to Shor’s algorithm 
(Shor, 1997). As a result, they are ill-suited candidates for the post-quantum 
era. There also exist BS schemes from general complexity assumptions (Döt-
tling et al., 2017; Fischlin, 2006; Juels et al., 1997) but their efficiency under 
standard assumptions poses an exceptionally difficult task.

By now, lattice-based cryptography is one of the most versatile approaches 
for constructing provably secure, efficient, and highly parallelizable cryp-
tographic primitives that can withstand attacks even by quantum computers. 
This is apparent from the number of lattice-based candidates in the third round 
of NIST’s post-quantum cryptography standardization process (NIST, n.d.). In 
addition, lattice-based cryptography offers the unique feature of allowing for 
worst-case to average-case reductions (Ajtai, 1996; Regev, 2005; Micciancio 
and Regev, 2007; Peikert, 2009; Langlois and Stehle, 2015), which is needed 
for cryptographic applications. This not only allows us to harness the hardness 
of worst-case lattice problems, but it also greatly simplifies key selection.

2. Preliminaries
In this section, some basic definitions are given which are required for 

understanding the remainder of the paper.

2.1. Notation

We will write  if  is sampled uniformly from a finite set . We 
denote the uniform distribution over the set  by Unif( ). In general, if  is an 
arbitrary probability distribution, we write  to denote that  is sampled 
from . Sampling can be made deterministic by specifying the randomness  
that will be used. We denote this by , where . We will denote 
vectors in  dimensional space with bold, italic, lower-case letters. Matrices 
are denoted by bold, straight, upper-case letters. If  is an  matrix, we 
denote its transpose by .

Throughout this paper,  will be used to denote the main security parameter. 
In order to formally define blind signatures, we adopt the following notation 
from (Fischlin and Schröder, 2009). Let  and  be two algorithms. We denote 
by , the joint execution of  and  in an interactive way 
with private inputs  and , respectively. The respective private outputs are 
 for  and  for . If  is a probabilistic algorithm, we will write  to 
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denote that the output of  is assigned to , and that  is running with randomly 
chosen coins. All logarithms are considered to be base 2. A positive function 

 is called negligible in  if for any polynomial , there exists a , 
such that , . A positive function  is called noticeable 
(or non-negligible), if there exists a positive polynomial  and a 
, such that , . A function  is called overwhelming 
if  is negligible. By  we denote the set , where . An 
algorithm is considered efficient if it runs in probabilistic polynomial time 
(PPT). For asymptotics, we assume the standard Landau notation (Cormen et 
al., 2009).

2.2. Linear Hash Function Families

A linear hash function family LHF is a tuple of algorithms (PGen, F). On 
input the security parameter, the randomized algorithm PGen returns some 
parameters par, which implicitly define sets: ,  and 

, where  is a set of scalars and  and  form modules over . 
Implicitly, par defines filter sets:

 and 
If the linear hash function family has perfect correctness (Hauck et al., 

2019), then the filter sets are trivial, i.e.,  and . Algorithm 
F(par, ·) implements a mapping from  to . F(·) is a module homomorphism, 
meaning that for any  and . The main 
security property for a linear function family is finding a non-trivial collision 
,  in some appropriately defined subset  of its domain  with the properties 

.
Definition 1. Let LHF be a linear function family. LHF = (PGen, F) is said 

to be -collision resistant if for all adversaries  running in time at most 
, it can come up with a pair ,  in F’s domain, s.t.  and  
with probability at most .

2.3. Merkle Trees

Let  be a collision-resistant hash function. Given a set 
of values , a Merkle tree is constructed as follows: the leaves of the 
tree are simply the hashes of  under G. Every inner node  is constructed via 
:= G(left child, right child). Using this construction, the values of all inner 

nodes are fully determined by the leaf nodes. The entire list of values is thus 
represented by a single hash. To prove the inclusion of a leaf node in a Merkle 
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tree, we use an authentication path which consists of the siblings of the nodes 
on the path from the bottom to the root of the tree. If  is indeed included in the 
tree and auth is an authentication path for , then the verifier should obtain the 
tree’s root node root by calculating successive parent nodes. The algorithms 
HashTree, BuildAuth, and RootCalc associated for a collision-resistant hash 
function G are described in Table 1. Algorithm HashTree takes as input a list 
of values  and returns a sequence of tree nodes, spanning the tree, 
along with the root of the tree. Algorithm BuildAuth takes as input an index, 
as well as a tree and outputs an authentication path auth. Finally, algorithm 
RootCalc takes as input a node and an authentication path auth and returns the 
root of a hash tree. Note that for all nodes  and for all indices , 
we have RootCalc( , auth) = root, where (root, tree) ← HashTree  
and auth ← BuildAuth( , tree).

2.4. Zero-Knowledge Proofs of Knowledge

Zero-Knowledge Proofs of Knowledge (ZKPoK) are a method by which one 
party (called prover) can prove to another party (called verifier) that a given 
statement is true, without revealing any information apart from the fact that the 
statement is indeed true. A zero-knowledge proof must satisfy three properties:

Table 1:  Description of algorithms HashTree, BuildAuth, and RootCalc 
associated to collision-resistant hash function G

Algorithm  
HashTree( ):

Algorithm  
BuildAuth( , tree):

Algorithm  
RootCalc( , auth):
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• Correctness: if the statement is true, an honest verifier is always convinced 
of this fact by an honest prover.

• Soundness: if the statement is false, no cheating prover can convince an 
honest verifier that it is true, except with some small probability.

• Zero-knowledge: if the statement is true, no verifier learns anything other 
than the fact.

2.5. Homomorphic Encryption

A homomorphic encryption (HE) scheme is an encryption scheme that per-
mits computations to be performed on encrypted data (i.e., decrypting is not 
required before performing the computations).

Definition 2. (Homomorphic Encryption Scheme) A homomorphic encryp-
tion scheme is a tuple of probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) algorithms HE = 
(HE.KeyGen, HE.Enc, HE.Eval, HE.Dec) defined as follows:
• HE.KeyGen( , ): On input security parameter  and a depth bound , the 

algorithm outputs a pair of keys (sk, pk).
• HE.Enc( ): On input a public key pk and a plaintext message 

, the encryption algorithm outputs a ciphertext .
• HE.Eval( ): On input a public key pk, a circuit 

 of depth at most , and a tuple of ciphertexts ( ), 
the evaluation algorithm outputs an evaluated ciphertext .

• HE.Dec( ): On input a public key pk, a secret key sk and a 
ciphertext , the decryption algorithm outputs a message  or 
 (indicating failure).

Definition 3. (Correctness) An HE scheme is correct if for all , depth 
bound , circuit  of depth at most , and  for 

, the following holds: for (sk, pk) HE.KeyGen( , ),  ← HE.En-
c(pk, ) for ,  HE.Eval(pk, , ), we have Pr[HE.
Dec(pk, sk, ) = ] = .

Definition 4. (Security) We say that an HE scheme is secure if for all  and 
depth bound , the following holds: for any adversary A with run-time , 
the following experiment outputs 1 with probability :

1. On input the security parameter  and a depth bound , the challenger 
runs (sk, pk) HE.KeyGen( , ) and  ← HE.Enc(pk, ) for . It 
sends (sk, pk) to A.

2. A outputs a guess . The experiment outputs 1 iff . Otherwise, it 
outputs 0. 

Definition 5. (Circuit Privacy) An homomorphic encryption scheme HE is 
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semi-honest circuit private if for (sk, pk) ← HE.KeyGen( , ), any circuit 
 of depth at most ,  for , and  ← HE.En-

c(pk, ) for , the statistical distance between the distributions (HE.
Eval(pk, , ), , pk, sk) and (HE.Eval(pk, , ), , pk, 
sk) is , where  = HE.Enc(pk, C( )),  = HE.Enc(pk, 
0) for  and  is the circuit of depth d that simply 
outputs its first input (and ignores the rest).

If the above hold even for keys (sk, pk) and ciphertexts  for  that 
were not generated honestly, then we say that the HE scheme is maliciously 
circuit private.

2.6. Blind Signature Schemes

In this section, we recall the syntax and security of blind signature schemes 
from (Chaum, 1983; Juels et al., 1997). A blind signature scheme is a tuple of 
algorithms (KeyGen, Sign = , Ver), where Sign is an interactive protocol 
executed between a signer S and a user U. Their specification is the following:
• KeyGen is a probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) algorithm. On input a 

security parameter , it outputs a key pair (sk, pk), where sk is the secret 
key and pk is the corresponding public key.

• Sign =  is an interactive and PPT two-party protocol between a signer 
 (who issues the signature), and a user  (requesting the signature) with a 

public key pk as common input. The private input of  is a private key sk, 
and the private input of  is a message . At the end of the protocol,  
either obtains a valid signature  as a private output or  in case the protocol 
fails.

• Ver is a deterministic polynomial time algorithm. On input a message , 
a public key pk, and a purported signature , it determines whether  is 
a valid signature on  with respect to public key pk. If it is valid, the 
algorithm outputs 1. Otherwise, it outputs 0.
According to (Juels et al., 1997), a secure blind signature scheme must 

satisfy the following three properties:1
• Correctness: If both the signer and the user comply with the signing 

protocol, then the produced blind signature is accepted as a valid signature 
by the verification algorithm except with probability  which denotes the 
scheme’s correctness error. If  is 0, we say that the scheme has perfect 
correctness. Similarly, if  is negligible, we say that the scheme is 
statistically correct.

• Blindness: A signer  that issues signatures on two messages ( , ) of its 
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own choice to a user , cannot determine the order in which it issues them. 
In particular, after interacting with two user sessions holding messages 

 and , respectively (where ),  is given both resulting 
signatures  (if either signing session fails to produce a signature, the 
signer is given ). The signer also gets to keep the transcripts of both 
sessions with . The signer wins if it can correctly guess b with probability 
 s.t.  is noticeable. If  is 0, the scheme is called perfectly 

blind. If  is negligible, the scheme is called statistically blind. In 
this notion of blindness, the signer behaves “honestly” in the sense that 
it generates its keys using the blind signature scheme’s key generation 
algorithm. A stronger “malicious” signer model was proposed in (Fischlin, 
2006) in which the signer gets to choose its own keys.

• Unforgeability: One-more unforgeability ensures that an adversarial user is 
unable to produce even a single signature without interacting with the honest 
signer. In particular, if  interactions with the signer take place, then the user 
has to come up with at least  valid message-signature pairs , 

 in order to win. Furthermore, all output messages need to be 
pairwise distinct. It should be noted that this definition for unforgeability 
is not meaningful for blind signature schemes with noticeable correctness 
error (i.e., schemes in which either party may abort with noticeable 
probability). If all pairs ,  are pairwise distinct, the blind 
signature scheme is said to be strongly one-more unforgeable.

2.7. Lattices

Lattices are sets of points in -dimensional space with a periodic structure. 
A lattice is most easily described as the set of all integer linear combinations 

 of  linearly independent vectors . These 
vectors are called a basis for the lattice  and are often represented as a matrix 

. We will write  to express this fact. We say 
that the rank of the lattice is  and its dimension is . If , the lattice is 
called full-rank.

Consider the quotient rings  and , 
where , for some  and  is an odd prime number. Polynomials 
in  are of degree strictly less than  and have zero-centered coefficients, 
i.e., from the set . For such coefficients, we abuse the nota-
tion  to denote with , the unique element  s.t. for any 
integer  and . It is not hard to see that 

 is isomorphic to , , with vector addition corresponding to 
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polynomial addition, and matrix-vector multiplication corresponding to 
the convolution product  (modulo  and ) of polynomials in 

. We will thus identify any polynomial  with its coefficient vector 
 (i.e., we will treat polynomials of  and vectors of  

as equivalent). This is called coefficient embedding. Thus, polynomials in  
will also be denoted by bold, lower-case, italic letters. Vectors of such poly-
nomials are denoted with a hat. As such, we measure the size of an element 

 through its  norm . 
In rings  and ,  represents  and , respectively. Similarly, 
for , we define the  norm as . Furthermore, 
we define  and . For vectors of polynomi-
als ,, , we define their convolution prod-
uct as , where the resulting polynomial is reduced bothmodulo 
, and modulo . A lattice corresponds to an ideal  iff every vector in 

it is the coefficient vector of some polynomial . These structured lattices 
are called ideal lattices and will be our focus for this work.

2.7.1. Gaussian Distribution
For any vector  and any real , the Gaussian function with stan-

dard deviation  and center  is defined as ,  
. The Gaussian distribution is defined as , . 

The discrete Gaussian distribution over a lattice , with standard devia-
tion  and center  is defined as , . We 
omit the subscript when . 

2.7.2. Hardness Assumptions
We first recall the (Ring) Short Integer Solution problem ( ) 

over  (Lyubashevsky and Micciancio, 2006; Peikert and Rosen, 2006) whose 
conjectured hardness is the basis for the security proofs of most proposed lat-
tice-based constructions in the literature. The R−SIS problem asks, given many 
uniformly random elements of a certain large finite additive group, to find a 
sufficiently “short” nontrivial integer combination of them that sums to zero. 
More formally, we have the following definition: 

Definition 6. (Ring Short Integer Solution ( )) Given a uniform 
vector of polynomials , find a vector , s.t.  
and . We call F( ) :=  the Ring SIS hash function.

A variant of SIS called the Ring −SIS problem was introduced in (Boneh 
and Freeman, 2011a). 

Definition 7. (Ring ) For any integer , given a vector  
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and a set of  short polynomial vectors  s.t. , , 
find a non-zero polynomial vector  s.t. , , and 

.
Finally, we recall the Ring Learning With Errors (LWE) problem, which 

is known to be at least as hard as other standard lattice problems in the worst 
case (Langlois and Stehle, 2015).

Definition 8. (Ring Learning With Errors ( )) Let  be func-
tions of a parameter  and . For a secret polynomial s.t. , the 
distribution  over  is obtained by sampling  and an , and 
returning . The (decisional) Ring Learning With Errors 
problem  is as follows: for , the goal is to 
distinguish between the distributions:

 and .

3. Flawed Lattice-Based Blind Signature Schemes
In this section we describe a number of blind signature schemes in the liter-

ature, whose design has been shown to be flawed in one way or another. While 
their security is flawed (Hauck et al., 2020), we include them for completeness 
and because they each introduce new ideas that could potentially lead to either 
a revised security model for blind signatures, or to new more efficient blind 
signature schemes.

3.1. Rückert’s Blind Signature Scheme

The first attempt towards constructing blind signature schemes from lat-
tice-based assumptions was made in 2008 in the seminal work of M. Rück-
ert (Rückert, 2010). Following a well-known pattern2 found in many num-
ber-theoretic blind signatures (Okamoto, 1992; Pointcheval and Stern, 1996; 
Pointcheval and Stern, 1997; Schnorr, 1989; Pointcheval, 1998), (Rückert, 
2010) uses Lyubashevsky’s identification scheme (Lyubashevsky, 2009) as its 
basis (which itself relies on the SIS hash function) to construct a Fiat-Shamir-
like blind signature scheme. However, because of a technique known as rejec-
tion sampling (which stems from the underlying hash function’s enclosedness 
errors (Hauck et al., 2020)), there is no guarantee that any given protocol run 
will actually produce a valid blind signature for the user. The novelty intro-
duced in (Rückert, 2010) to resolve this issue is to extend the standard 3-move 
protocol structure with an additional move, in which a user can prove to the 
signer that he failed to obtain a valid signature (when unblinding).
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3.1.1. Construction
We now describe Rückert’s blind signature scheme in detail. The parame-

ter definitions are summarized in Table 2. The construction makes use of the 
following cryptographic components:
• the SIS linear hash function family F( ) := , 

, where .
• a hash function H:  (modelled as a programmable random 

oracle),

Table 2:  Parameter definitions for Ruckert's lattice-based blind 
signature scheme.

Parameter Definition and Constraints

Main security parameter, integer power of 2

Positive integer 

Positive integer 

Challenge space 

Positive integer constants 

Prime s.t. 
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• a statistically hiding, and computationally binding commitment function 
.

Key Generation. On input the main security parameter , the algorithm 
selects parameters as specified in Table 2.3KeyGen( ) samples polynomials 

 defining the homomorphic hash function F and . Finally, it 
sets sk := , and pk := F( ), and returns (sk, pk).

Signing. The interactive signing protocol (sk), (pk, )  works as 
follows:

1. Signer: At the outset, the signer samples a masking vector  and 
computes a commitment . It sends  to the user.

2. User: The user receives  and samples its masking parameters  
and . It samples randomness  and uses it to commit to the 
message-to-be-signed by computing . It computes a “masked 
commitment”  as well as its challenge . 
Because  will be part of the produced signature, it cannot be sent in the clear. 
The user “blinds”  as . If  then  “leaks” information about 
. Hence, to maintain anonymity, the user only sends  if it falls within  and 

repeats the entirety of step 2 from scratch otherwise. This rejection sampling 
step can be performed locally by the user without affecting the scheme’s cor-
rectness.

3. Signer: Upon receiving , the signer computes its response 
. To make  independent of the secret key, the signer rejection-samples it and 
only sends it to the user if . Otherwise, the entire protocol restarts. This 
introduces an expected amount of correctness error of  to the blind 
signature scheme.

4. User: Upon receiving , the user checks if  and . If 
either condition fails, then the signer sent invalid data, and the user can trivi-
ally request a protocol restart. Otherwise, the user “unblinds” the response  by 
computing . A final rejection sampling step is necessary here in order 
to make  independent from . Hence, the user outputs  iff . 
Otherwise, the user reveals the blinding parameters , , the challenge  and 
the commitment to the message  (the user only withholds the decommitment 
parameter  to avoid having to reveal ) to the signer and requests a restart. 
Notice that rejection sampling during this step further amplifies the blind sig-
nature scheme’s correctness error by an additional factor of .

5. Signer: The signer receives , , the challenge  and the commitment to 
the message . These allow the signer to trace all computations performed on the 
user’s side and ascertain if a restart is truly necessary. To this end, it computes 
the blinded commitment , as well as  and 
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. If , , , and , 
the signer restarts the entire protocol. Otherwise, the user attempts to cheat 
by submitting an invalid “proof” and the signer simply dismisses the request.

Verification. On input public key pk, a purported signature  and 
message , algorithm Ver(pk, , ) outputs 1 iff  and 

, . Otherwise, it outputs 0.

3.1.2. Claimed Security Results
While rejection-sampling can be used for tailoring the distributions of mes-

sages exchanged during the signing protocol, it comes at the cost of introduc-
ing a noticeable correctness error to the scheme:

Lemma 1. (Adapted from Theorem 3.3. of (Rückert, 2010)) The above 
blind signature scheme has a correctness error of .

Moreover, because of its reliance on a commitment scheme, the construc-
tion of(Rückert, 2010) is only as blind as  is hiding.

Lemma 2. (Adapted from Theorem 3.5. of (Rückert, 2010)) If  is a sta-
tistically hiding commitment function, then the above blind signature scheme 
is statistically blind.

Finally, unforgeability relies on the collision resistance of the R−SIS hash 
function family, as well as the binding property of :

Lemma 3. (Adapted from Theorem 3.8. of (Rückert, 2010)) If  is a 
computationally binding commitment function and the R-SIS hash function 
family is collision-resistant in , then the above blind signature scheme is 
one-more unforgeable.

3.2. BLAZE

BLAZE (Alkadri et al., 2020a) is a blind signature scheme, structurally 
similar to (Rückert, 2010). The signing protocol relies on rejection sampling 
with discrete Gaussian samples, instead of uniform, which allows for smaller 
key and signature sizes. Furthermore, the notion of signed permutations is 
introduced, which allows the scheme to avoid having to rejection-sample the 
challenge part of the signature (when unblinding), thus achieving a smaller 
correctness error.

Definition 9. (Adapted from (Alkadri, 2020a)) For the ring , we define the 
set of signed permutation monomials as .

In (Alkadri et al., 2020a), the authors prove that  forms a group under 
multiplication in . Furthermore, if we define the challenge space  as the 
set , then any polynomial  can be partitioned 
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into a set of partitioning monomials  s.t.  where  contains 
exactly the -th non-zero entry of  at the exact same position. Additionally, the 
following lemma shows that signed permutations can be used to (individually) 
mask each partitioning monomial. Consequently, this lemma is used within 
BLAZE to completely eliminate any protocol restarts due to the user’s inability 
to unblind the challenge part of its signature.

Algorithm 1: Rejection_Sample

01: ;

02: if  then:

03: ; // Sample uniformly

04: else:

05: ; // Sample with fixed randomness

06: if  then:

07: return 1; // Accept sample

08: return 0; // Reject sample

Lemma 4. (Adapted from (Alkadri, 2020a)) Let  be a polynomial and 
 be its partitioning set. Furthermore, let  be random signed 

permutations in  and , . Then, for , , the follow-
ing holds:

3.2.1. Construction
We now describe the BLAZE blind signature scheme in detail. BLAZE 

makes use of the following cryptographic ingredients:
• a public (randomly chosen) deterministic function Expand: 

(instantiated for example with a PRF),
• a hash function  modelled as a random oracle,
• a statistically hiding and computationally binding commitment function 

,
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• functions Compress and Decompress for compressing (resp. decompressing) 
integers distributed according to  (for implementation details cf. Table 
3 in (Ducas et al., 2017)).
Algorithm 1 shows how rejection sampling is performed w.r.t. discrete 

Gaussian samples.
Key Generation. On input the main security parameter , algorithm Key-

Gen( ) sets parameters according to the specifications of Table 3. It then 
samples a seed  and ,  × . It expands the seed to a 
vector of polynomials by computing  := Expand(seed), and it also computes 

. It sets sk := , and pk := (seed, ), and returns 
(sk, pk).

Signing. The interactive signing protocol (sk), (pk, )  works as 
follows:

1. Signer: On input secret key sk, as well as seed, the signer samples mask-
ing terms  and  and computes com-
mitments , . It sets , and it 
sends  to the user.

2. User: On input seed, and a message , and commit-
ment , the user computes  = Expand(seed). It samples randomness 

, signed permutations , and masking terms 
 (notice that the random coins are fixed through ). It com-

putes commitments  and  and a challenge 
. It partitions  and individ-

ually blinds each partitioning term via . It sets  
and sends  to the signer.

3. Signer: The signer receives  and computes its responses with the 
help of its secret key sk = . In particular, it computes , 

, , and sets , and it rejection-samples 
 using Algorithm 1 to ensure that it is independent from sk. In case of rejec-

tion (this occurs with probability ), the entire 
protocol restarts. Otherwise, it returns  to the user.

4. User: The user receives  and computes 
, . If , then the signer submitted 
an invalid response and the entire protocol must be restarted. Otherwise, it 
“unblinds” the response via  and . It then invokes 
Rejection_Sample  to make  independent from 

. Notice that the user needs to fix the random coins of Algorithm 1 
through  to which it committed to earlier in the protocol. If rejection sam-
pling fails (this occurs with probability , the 
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user sends  to the signer, requesting a protocol restart. 
Otherwise, it compresses  via Compress  and it outputs 

 as its signature.
5.  Signer :  Upon receiving ,  the 

signer uses  to retrieve4 ,  via . It then com-
pu tes  ,  ,  
.  I f  ,  , 

, and Rejection Sample 
, the signer is convinced and restarts the protocol. Otherwise, it ignores the 
request.

Verification. On input public key pk = (seed, ), message  
and a purported signature , the verifier expands the seed to 
obtain  Expand(seed), and it decompresses  using Decompress. If 

 and 
, it outputs 1 (accept). Otherwise, it outputs 0 (reject).

Table 3: Parameter definitions for the BLAZE blind signature scheme

Parameter Definition and Constraints

Main security parameter

Integer power of 2

Number of polynomials in the secret key, s.t. 

Prime modulus, s.t. 

Standard deviation for the distribution from which the secret 
key is drawn, s.t. , 

Hamming weight of H’s output, s.t. 

Standard deviation for the distribution from which the signer 
draws its blinding parameters, s.t.  where 

Standard deviation for the distribution from which the user 
draws its blinding parameters, s.t.  
where , and 

Expected number of iterations, s.t. 
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3.2.2. Claimed Security Results
Thanks to the use of signed permutations, the correctness error that would 

be induced when unblinding the challenge part of a signature is completely 
eliminated:

Lemma 5. (Adapted from Theorem 1 of (Alkadri, 2020a)) If the parameters 
for BLAZE are set according to Table 3, then BLAZE has a correctness error 
of .

Lemma 6. (Adapted from Theorem 2 of (Alkadri, 2020a)) If  is a statis-
tically hiding commitment function, then BLAZE is statistically blind.

Similarly to (Rückert, 2010), unforgeability is also conditioned on the bind-
ing property of com:

Lemma 7. (Adapted from Theorem 3 of (Alkadri, 2020a)) If  is a statis-
tically hiding and computationally binding commitment function, and R−SIS 
is hard for the parameters set according to Table 3, then BLAZE is strongly 
one-more-unforgeable.

3.2.3. Attacks and Countermeasures
BLAZE can be attacked by exploiting a subtle design flaw as hinted in 

(Hauck et al., 2020). Notice that because a malicious user has complete con-
trol over the randomness , it can attack the protocol by rigging  so that  
(line 5 of Algorithm 1) is always picked very close to 1 (e.g.: ), thus 
causing the Rejection Sample algorithm to always output 0 when the user tries 
to unblind. This allows the user to keep asking for new signatures until it can 
produce its own forgery and win in the unforgeability game. One possible 
countermeasure to this kind of attack would be to switch the distribution from 
discrete Gaussian to uniform but this would increase key and signature sizes 
considerably.

3.3. BLAZE+

BLAZE+ (Alkadri et al., 2020) introduces a novel technique for reducing 
the correctness error by performing multiple rejection samplings in parallel. 
Instead of sampling a single pair of masking terms , the user samples 
multiple such pairs and stores (a function of) each such pair as a leaf of a 
Merkle tree. This offers the advantage that when the user tries to unblind to 
produce its signature, it will succeed for at least one of these pairs with very 
high probability. By tuning the number of sampled pairs to a sufficiently large 
amount, this probability can effectively be made negligible. The optimizations 
introduced are backwards compatible with BLAZE.
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3.3.1. Three-move Variant of BLAZE+
We now describe the 3-move variant of the BLAZE+ blind signature 

scheme in detail. This variant makes use of the following cryptographic ingre-
dients:
• a public (randomly chosen) deterministic function Expand:  

(instantiated for example with a PRF),
• a hash function H:  modelled as a random oracle,
• functions Compress and Decompress for compressing (resp. decompressing) 

integers distributed according to .
Key Generation. On input the main security parameter , algorithm 

KeyGen  samples a seed  and . If 
, the algorithm resamples . It expands the 

seed to a vector of polynomials by computing  Expand(seed), and sets 
 It also computes . It sets sk = , and pk = (seed, 

), and returns (sk, pk).

Table 4: Parameter definitions for the BLAZE+ blind signature scheme

Parameter Definition and Constraints

Main security parameter

Integer power of 2

Number of polynomials in the secret key, s.t. 

Prime modulus, s.t. 

Positive integer constant

Standard deviation for the distribution from which the secret 
key sk is drawn, s.t. 

Hamming weight of H’s output, s.t. 

Standard deviation for the distribution from which the signer draws 
its blinding parameters, s.t.  where 

Standard deviation for the distribution from which the user 
draws its blinding parameters, s.t.  
where , and 
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Signing. The interactive signing protocol (sk), (pk, )  works as 
follows:

1. Signer: On input secret key sk, as well as seed, the signer expands the 
seed Expand(seed) and sets . It samples masking parameters 

 and computes commitments , . It 
sets  and sends  to the user.

2. User: On input seed, and a message , the user also 
expands the seed  Expand(seed) and sets . It samples signed 
permutations , randomness , and masking terms 

 (notice that the random coins are fixed through ). It com-
putes  as well as , 
. It uses the  elements as leaf nodes to construct a Merkle tree via (tree,root) 
:= HashTree( ). It computes its challenge  := H(root, ) and par-
titions it into polynomials  (this can trivially be done by writing  in the 
form , ). It blinds the partitioning polynomials with the help 
of signed permutations  via , . It sets  as the 
blinded challenge and transmits  to the signer.

3. Signer: On input a blinded challenge , the signer computes its 
responses , . It then invokes Rejection_Sample((
), ( )) to make its response independent of sk. If rejection sam-
pling fails, it restarts the entire protocol. Otherwise, it sets  and 
sends  to the user.

4. User: The user receives  and computes . If 
, the protocol is aborted (this occurs with probability 

). The user then locates the first ,  for which rejection sam-
pling of  succeeds (if none succeed, the protocol is aborted)5. Let  be 
the index of the first successful rejection sampling. The user sets Compress

 and also invokes BuildAuth( , tree) to compute an authentication path 
proving that the -th element under root was used to compute . It outputs ( , 
, auth) as its blind signature.

Verification. On input public key pk, message  and a purported 
signature ( , , auth), the verifier expands the seed to obtain  Expand(seed), 

 and decompresses the signature via Decompress( ). It computes 
 and root := RootCalc( , auth). If  

and c = H(root, ), it returns 1 (accept). Otherwise, it outputs 0 (reject).

Claimed Security Results:
Correctness is significantly improved over BLAZE thanks to the use of a 

Merkle tree:
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Lemma 8. (Adapted from Theorem 1 of (Alkadri et al., 2020b)) If the 
parameters are set according to Table 4, then BLAZE+ has a correctness error 
of .

While this variant manages to decouple itself from relying a commitments 
scheme, it still satisfies blindness in a statistical sense:

Lemma 9. (Adapted from Theorem 2 of (Alkadri et al., 2020b)) BLAZE+ 
is statistically blind.

Finally, as long as the hash function G used for constructing the Merkle tree 
satisfies collision-resistance and R−SIS is hard, BLAZE+ is strongly one-more 
unforgeable:

Lemma 10. (Adapted from Theorem 3 of (Alkadri et al., 2020b)) If G
 is a collision-resistant hash function used for constructing 

the Merkle trees during the signing protocol, and R−SIS is hard for the param-
eters set according to Table 4, then BLAZE+ is strongly one-more unforgeable 
in the ROM.

3.3.2. Four-move Variant of BLAZE+
In (Alkadri et al., 2020b), the authors propose a second, 4-move, “hybrid” 

variant of BLAZE+ in which the user can prove that a session did not yield 
a valid signature similarly to BLAZE. This approach however circumvents 
the attack discussed in Section 3.2.3 because multiple rejection samplings are 
performed when the user unblinds. The number of such samplings can be set 
to a sufficiently high value, which guarantees that at least one of them will 
succeed, thus preventing the user from claiming otherwise. In addition to the 
cryptographic ingredients required in the 3-move variant of BLAZE+, this 
variant also makes use of a be a statistically hiding and computationally bind-
ing commitment function .

Key Generation. Algorithm KeyGen( ) is identical to the 3-move variant 
of BLAZE+.

Signing. The interactive signing protocol (sk), (pk, )  works as 
follows:

1. Signer: On input secret key sk, as well as seed, the signer expands the 
seed  Expand(seed) and sets . It samples masking parameters 

 and computes commitments , . It 
sets  and sends  to the user.

2. User: On input seed, and a message , the user also expands 
the seed  Expand(seed) and sets . It samples signed permu-
tations , random coins , and masking terms 

 (notice that the random coins are fixed through ). It 
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commits to the message-to-be-signed msg and the randomness  by com-
puting  and , respectively. It computes 

 as well as , . It 
uses the  elements as leaf nodes to construct a Merkle tree via (tree, root) := 
HashTree( ). It computes its challenge H(root, , ) by passing 

 and  as inputs to H, and partitions the challenge into monomials  (this 
can trivially be done by writing  in the form ). It blinds the 
partitioning polynomials with the help of signed permutations  via 

, . It sets  as the blinded challenge and transmits  
to the signer.

3. Signer: On input a blinded challenge , the signer computes its responses 
, . It then invokes Rejection_Sample( , 
) to make its response independent of sk. If rejection sampling 

fails, it restarts the entire protocol. Otherwise, it sets  and sends 
 to the user.

4. User: The user receives  and computes . If 
, the protocol is aborted (this occurs with probability 

). The user expands  into  random coins via  := Expand( ). 
The user then locates the first pair of the form ,  for which 
rejection sampling of  with fixed randomness  succeeds. Let  be the 
index of the first successful rejection sampling. The user sets Compress(

) and also invokes BuildAuth( , tree) to compute an authentication path 
proving that the -th element under root was used to compute . It outputs (

 auth) as its blind signature. On the contrary, if all rejection sam-
plings fail, it sends  to the signer, requesting a restart.

5. Signer: Upon receiving , the signer com-
putes ,  := Expand( ), 
, , , , (tree, root) 
:= HashTree( ), . For each , the signer 
computes  and BuildAuth( , tree). It 
then verifies that all rejection samplings on the user’s side failed by checking 
whether H(RootCalc( ), , ) or Rejection_Sample , 

, and if that is the case, it ignores the user’s request. Finally, if  
= H(root, , ) = , the signer restarts the entire protocol. Otherwise, 
it ignores the user’s request.

Verification. On input public key pk, message  and a pur-
ported signature (  auth), the verifier expands the seed to obtain 
:= Expand(seed),  and decompresses the signature via  := Decom-
press( ). It computes  and root := RootCalc( , auth). 
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If  and  = H(root, ), it returns 1 (accept). 
Otherwise, it outputs 0 (reject).

3.4. Ermann’s Blind Signature Scheme

Ermann et al. (Ermann et al., 2020) propose a 3-move “Schnorr-like” blind 
signature scheme from lattice assumptions but with a twist in order to achieve 
perfect correctness. The key idea is to trapdoor the SIS function using a tech-
nique from (Micciancio and Peikert, 2012). This allows the signer to sample 
a preimage for its response until the latter satisfies a certain shortness condi-
tion. Since the signer can always come up with an appropriately distributed 
response, it is freed from having to restart the entire protocol. Moreover, the 
user is also freed from having to rejection sample when it unblinds to obtain 
its signature. The only cryptographic block required for their scheme is a hash 
function H:  modelled as a random oracle.

3.4.1. Construction
Key Generation. Let , with  be 

the gadget vector. On input the security parameter , algorithm KeyGen(
) samples , a vector of polynomials , a polynomial 

 and a short trapdoor vector  from a discrete Gaussian 
distribution with standard deviation . It computes a vector of polynomials 

. Let  be the SIS function defined by  (i.e., 
). The algorithm computes , it sets sk := , pk := 

, and outputs (sk, pk).
Signing. The interactive signing protocol (sk), (pk, )  works as 

follows:
1. Signer: The signer samples masking a vector  and computes a 

commitment . It sends  to the user.
2. User: The user receives  and samples masking parameters 

, . If , it resamples . It computes its challenge via 
 and blinds it by computing . With 

probability , the user sends  to the signer. Otherwise, 
it repeats the entire step from scratch.

3. Signer: The signer receives  and computes its response 
. With probability ,  will be used by the signer. 
With probability , the signer uses  to sample 
a preimage of  via PreSample . If 
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, it samples a fresh preimage for . Once this condition is satisfied, it 
sends  to the user.

4. User: The user unblinds the signer’s response by computing 
. It outputs ( , ) as its blind signature.

Verification. On input public key pk, a purported signature (
, ) and message , algorithm Ver(pk, ( , ), ) outputs 1 iff 

 and . Otherwise, it outputs 0.

4.1.2. Claimed Security Results
Thanks to the use of a trapdoor, the signer is always able to respond to the 

signer, without having to abort the interactive protocol. This also results in 
freeing the user from having to rejection sample when unblinding:

Lemma 11. (Theorem 2 in (Ermann et al., 2020)) The above scheme has 
perfect correctness.

Table 5:  Parameter definitions for the Ermann et al. blind signature 
scheme

Parameter Definition and Constraints

Main security parameter

Integer power of 2

Number of polynomials in the secret key, s.t. 

Standard deviation of the distribution from 
which the secret key is drawn

Prime modulus, s.t. 
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Even though no commitment scheme is used, blindness is shown to hold 
in a statistical sense:

Lemma 12. (Theorem 3 in (Ermann et al., 2020)) The above scheme is 
statistically blind.

Finally, unforgeability is based on the hardness of the (Ring) −SIS prob-
lem:

Lemma 13. (Theorem 4 in (Ermann et al., 2020)) If Ring  is 
hard for the parameters set according to Table 5, then the above scheme is 
one-more unforgeable.

3.5.  The Forking Lemma and Other Flawed Constructions

The recent work of (Hauck et al., 2020) states a very subtle flaw that is 
shared by all of the constructions presented so far and which stems from an 
incorrect application of the general Forking Lemma (Bellare and Neven, 
2006). The key strategy followed in their unforgeability proofs is to rewind 
the adversary with a partially changed random oracle so as to obtain two dis-
tinct values  and  s.t. F( ) = F( ). The value  is then a non-trivial 
solution for the underlying hard lattice problem (i.e., SIS). In order to prove 
that  is non-trivial, they try to apply an argument similar to Lemma 8 
from (Pointcheval and Stern, 2000), and state that non-triviality is a direct 
consequence of the scheme’s witness indistinguishability. This is incorrect 
because Lemma 8 of (Pointcheval and Stern, 2000) only implies that there 
exist two distinct secret keys sk, sk’, leading to identical protocol transcripts. 
This argument does not suffice for claiming non-triviality and applying the 
general Forking Lemma. (Hauck et al., 2020) leaves mending these proofs as 
an interesting open question.

Zhu et al. (Zhu et al., 2017) follow a completely different approach based 
on the hardness of the closest vector problem (CVP) in order to design 
round-optimal (i.e., with only 2-moves) blind signature schemes. Their con-
struction however has been shown to be flawed in (Cheon et al., 2019) (also 
see (Alkadri et al., 2020a) for an attack). Another line of papers (Liang, 2011; 
Zhang, 2014; Zhang, 2016; Gao, 2017) attempt to construct “RSA-style” blind 
signature schemes (and variants thereof). All of them however are vulnerable 
to an attack described in (Alkadri et al., 2020a) (also see (Rückert, 2010) for 
a discussion).

Remark 1. (from (Rückert, 2010)) It is impossible to construct secure 
RSA-style (Chaum, 1983; Chaum, 1984; Chaum, 1988) blind signatures from 
lattice assumptions (i.e., following the pattern: hash → blind → invert → 
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unblind) because then the scheme becomes vulnerable to an attack described 
in (Rückert, 2010).

Finally, (Papachristoudis et al., 2019) tries to construct partially-blind sig-
nature schemes (i.e., schemes in which both the signer and the user share a 
common public value) from lattice assumptions. This work also has a flawed 
security proof due to incorrect application of the Forking Lemma. We are 
currently unaware of any provably secure partially-blind signature scheme 
from lattice assumptions. It is an interesting open question whether one can 
extend the modular framework of (Hauck et al., 2020) to render partially-blind 
signature schemes from lattices. 

4. Provably Secure Lattice-Based Blind Signature Schemes
In this section, we cover provably secure proposals of blind signature 

schemes from lattice assumptions. There currently exist two approaches for 
rendering blind signatures from lattices. The first by (Hauck et al., 2020) adapts 
the paradigm of the Okamoto-Schnorr blind signature (Okamoto, 1992) from 
the discrete logarithm setting to the lattice setting. The second one followed by 
(Agrawal et al., 2021) is based on the observation that homomorphic encryp-
tion can be used to achieve round-optimality for blind signatures in the lattice 
setting (Garg et al., 2011).

4.1. Hauck et al.’s Blind Signature Scheme

The recent work of (Hauck et al., 2020) proposes for the first time a correct 
and modular framework for rendering blind signature schemes from any linear 
hash function family displaying some form of correctness error. Their con-
struction is provably secure in the ROM even against forgers that are allowed 
to perform concurrent protocol executions. The key idea in their scheme is to 
have the signer commit to multiple masking terms during its first move, then 
have the user also pick multiple masking parameters and to store (a function 
of) each such combination as a leaf of a Merkle tree. This approach guaran-
tees that for sufficiently many sampled blinding parameters, the probability of 
aborting during rejection-sampling (on either side) in the signing protocol will 
be negligible. The user can use an authentication path in order to prove that a 
particular trial under the Merkle tree’s root was indeed used for producing its 
signature. While the construction in (Hauck et al., 2020) is generic, below we 
focus on its instantiation from the SIS linear hash function family.
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4.1.1. Construction
L e t   b e  t h e  m a p p i n g 

,  s . t .   and 
. The main building blocks are:

• a hash function , modeled as a random 
oracle,

• a collision-free and chain-free hash function G .

Table 6:  Parameter definitions for the Hauck et al. blind signature 
scheme

Parameter Definition and Constraints

Main security parameter

Integer power of 2

Number of polynomials in the secret key s.t. 

Prime modulus s.t. 

Number of irreducible factors of  
modulo  s.t. 

Bound for the infinity norm of torsion-free elements 
from the kernel of F, s.t. 

Bound for the infinity norm of secret keys

Bound for the infinity norm of the outputs of H

The challenge space 

Positive integer constants for controlling the 
accept-reject ratio of rejection sampling

Number of blinding parameters  picked by the user

Number of commitments  sent by the signer

Number of blinding parameters  picked by the user

Bound for the infinity norm of blinding 
parameters  s.t. 
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Parameter Definition and Constraints

Bound for the infinity norm of blinded challenges , s.t. 

Bound for the infinity norm of blinding param-
eters , s.t. 

Bound for the infinity norm of signer 
responses , s.t. 

Bound for the infinity norm of blinding 
parameters , s.t. 

Bound for the infinity norm of unblended 
responses , s.t. 

Bound for the infinity norm of the collision set,  
s.t. 

Key Generation. On input the security parameter , algorithm KeyGen(
) samples a secret key . It sets sk :=  and computes the public key via 
pk := F(sk) and outputs (sk, pk).

Signing. The interactive signing protocol (sk), (pk, )  works as 
follows:

1. Signer: The signer picks masking parameters ,  and 
computes , . It sends commitment to the user.

2. User: The user receives  and picks its own masking 
parameters , , and . It computes all pos-
sible combinations of masked commitments  for 
all  (  denotes the bitwise XOR operator). It constructs 
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a Merkle tree with the masked commitments as leaves via (tree, root) := Hash-
Tree( ). It then computes its challenge as H(root, ) and 
proceeds to locate the first masking polynomial  for which rejection-sampling 
succeeds. If there exists an index  s.t , it sets  and 
sends  to the user. Otherwise, (i.e., if no such index is found), it sends  to the 
signer, indicating failure.

3. Signer: The signer receives  and computes its response with the 
help of the secret key. In particular, it locates the first  s.t. sk 
falls within the set . The signer sends  to the user. Otherwise, if no masking 
term  satisfies this criterion, it sends  to the user.

4. User: The user receives  and locates the first index  s.t. 
 (if no such index is found, it outputs ). It then finds the first 

index  for which the corresponding blinding term  causes  
to fall within  (if no such index is found, it outputs ). The user recalls the 
index  that it used during Step 2 and computes an authentication path 
auth := BuildAuth( , tree) for the specific combination under 
root that was used. It outputs ( , , auth) as its blind signature.

Verification. On input the public key pk, a message and a pur-
ported signature of the form ( , , auth), the verifier computes 
pk and root := RootCalc( , auth). If H(root, ) and , it outputs 
1. Otherwise, it outputs 0.

4.1.2. Proved Security Results
The main advantage of using a Merkle tree is that both parties can sample 

multiple masking parameters but only use the combination which causes all 
rejection samplings on their respective side of the protocol to succeed. This 
leads to the following result about correctness:

Lemma 14. (Adapted from Lemma 3 of (Hauck et al., 2020)) 
The construction by (Hauck et al., 2020) has a correctness error of 

.
By avoiding the use of a commitment scheme, the construction of (Hauck 

et al., 2020) achieves statistical blindness. If the underlying hash function fam-
ily F has sufficient min-entropy, the construction also seems to attain perfect 
blindness.

Lemma 15. (Adapted from Theorem 2 of (Hauck et al., 2020)) Let LHF = 
(PGen, F) denote the R-SIS hash function family. For parameters set according 
to Table 6, the construction by (Hauck et al., 2020) is perfectly blind relative 
to all par PGen( ).

Finally, unforgeability is proven in two steps: (i) by reducing 
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collision-resistance of the underlying LHF to one-more-man-in-the-middle 
security (OMMIM) (Hauck et al., 2019) for an intermediate identification 
scheme (cf. Section 5.2 of (Hauck et al., 2020)), and (ii) reducing OMMIM 
security of the identification scheme to one-more unforgeability of the blind 
signature scheme. This leads to the following result:

Lemma 16. (Adapted from Theorem 1 of (Hauck et al., 2020)) Let LHF = 
(PGen, F) denote the R-SIS hash function family. If LHF is collision-resistant 
relative to par PGen( ), then the construction by (Hauck et al., 2020) is one-
more unforgeable relative to par in the ROM.

Remark:We observe that although unforgeability is proved relative to fixed 
par PGen( ), it is possible to extend the proof for par  PGen( ) using 
techniques from (Hauck et al., 2019).

4.1.3.  Discussion on Hauck et al.’s Blind Signature Scheme
The scheme by Hauck et al is an adaptation of the Okamoto-Schnorr blind 

signature (Okamoto, 1992) from the discrete logarithm regime to the lattice 
regime. This incurs a significant loss in advantage larger than  for 
the reduction, where  denotes the maximum number of signatures that the 
signer can issue before needing to replace its key. This loss is due to the forg-
er’s ability to perform concurrent protocol executions with the signer which 
significantly limits  in practice. For example, for a security level of 128 bits, 
the number of signatures that can be issued before needing to change the public 
key is .

An important remark about the unforgeability proof of (Hauck et al., 2020) 
is that due to the multiple trials involved in each rejection sampling, the pro-
tocol will, with overwhelming probability not abort. This allows the construc-
tion of (Hauck et al., 2020) to remain consistent with the standard notion of 
unforgeability which is only meaningful for blind signature schemes with (at 
most) negligible correctness error. If the scheme can abort with noticeable 
probability, then even honest adversaries may not be able to produce even  
valid signatures after  signing sessions. However, it still has to come up with 

 signatures in order to win in the unforgeability game. This leads to a sig-
nificant weakening of the definition and could potentially point towards a more 
general notion of unforgeability in which signing sessions can be revoked like 
in (Rückert, 2010; Alkadri et al., 2020a; Alkadri et al., 2020b).

4.2. Agrawal et al.’s Blind Signature Scheme

The state-of-the-art lattice-based proposal by (Agrawal et al., 2021) follows 
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a completely different design approach for rendering blind signature schemes 
in the ROM. This is accomplished by simplifying the standard model, 2-move 
construction by (Garg et al., 2011) which results in a round optimal, very effi-
cient and at the same time simple scheme. Furthermore, unlike (Hauck et al., 
2020), their constructions do not limit the signer to issuing a polylogarithmic 
amount of signatures.

4.2.1. Construction
A crucial component of (Agrawal et al., 2021) is a rejection-free variant of 

Lyubashevsky’s digital signature scheme (Lyubashevsky, 2012). Removing the 
rejection-sampling step is important in order to be able to express the signing 
algorithm as a relatively simple circuit. The main building block sare:
• a hash function , modeled as a random 

oracle,
• a pseudorandom function family (PRF)  (used for 

derandomizing the signing algorithm).
Key Generation. On input the security parameter , algorithm Sig.

KeyGen( ) samples the key of PRF  as  as well as matrices
 and . It computes , and sets vk := ( , ) 

as the (public) verification key and sk := ( , ) as the (private) signing key. 
It outputs vk, sk.

Signing. On input the signing key sk and a message , algorithm 
Sig.Sign(sk, ) generates message-specific randomness . 
It samples  using fixed randomness . It sets  and 

 and it outputs  as the signature on message .
Verification. On input the verification key vk, message , and a 

purported signature (z, c), algorithm Sig.Verify(vk, , ) checks if 
 and . If both conditions are true, it 

outputs 1 (accept). Otherwise, it outputs 0 (reject). 
We now describe the construction of (Agrawal et al., 2021). In the follow-

ing, let  denote the gadget matrix, i.e.,  for 
given parameters  where  denotes the  identity matrix and  denotes 
their tensor product. The blind signature scheme requires the following cryp-
tographic blocks:
• a hash function  be a hash function modelled as a random 

oracle,
• a signature scheme Sig = (Sig.KeyGen, Sig.Sign, Sig.Verify) that can be 

used within an HE scheme (instantiated with the rejection-free variant 
presented above).
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• zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge (ZKPoK) for exact linear relations 
with small coefficients, i.e., for the existence of a vector  such that  has 
low Euclidean norm and  for some public .

Key Generation. On input the security parameter , algorithm KeyGen( ) 
generates the keys by invoking the digital signature’s key generation algorithm 
(Sig.sk, Sig.vk) ← Sig.KeyGen( ). It outputs (sk, pk) := (Sig.sk, Sig.vk).

Signing. The interactive signing protocol (sk), U(pk, ) , where 
, works as follows:

1. User:
 ▪ The user samples ,  and computes H(pk, id) 

using a user identifier id,  and . It 
sets HE.SK :=  and HE.PK := .

 ▪ The user encrypts  using PK. This is done by sampling a 
matrix , and then computing 
. It sets  as the ciphertext. Notice that the last column of 

 is close to .
 ▪ The user generates ZKPoK  and  proving that its public key and 

ciphertext are well-formed. In particular,  proves knowledge of a 
short vector  s.t. the last row of  has the form , while  
proves that , for a low-norm matrix  and .

 ▪ It sends (PK, , , ) to the signer.
2. Signer:
 ▪ The signer receives (PK, , , ) and it verifies the validity of 

both  and . If either proof is invalid, it outputs .
 ▪ It homomorphically evaluates the digital signature’s signing algorithm 

(viewed as a circuit) on the encrypted message by computing 
HE.Eval(Sig.Signsk, ).

 ▪ It sends  back to the user. 
3. User: The user decrypts ciphertext  using its secret key SK. This is 

done by computing the inner product of  and the last column of . If the 
norm of the result is smaller than , it outputs 0. Otherwise, itoutputs 1.

Verification. Verification is performed identically to Sig.Verify.

4.2.2. Proved Security Results
Under the assumption that the ZKPoK systems underlying the scheme’s 

instantiation are correct, the scheme of (Agrawal et al., 2021) is also correct:
Lemma 17. (from (Agrawal et al., 2021)) If the ZKPoK proof systems  
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and  are correct, HE.Eval and HE.Dec are correct, and Sig.Verify are cor-
rect, then the construction of (Agrawal et al., 2021) is also correct.

Furthermore, the zero-knowledge property implies blindness for the 
scheme:

Lemma 18. (Theorem 6.3 in (Agrawal et al., 2021)) If the underlying proof 
systems are ZKPoK, then the construction of (Agrawal et al., 2021) is blind 
against honest-signers.

Finally, unforgeability is derived from the UF-CMA security of the rejec-
tion-free variant of Lyubashevsky’s signature.

Lemma 19. (Theorem 6.4 in (Agrawal et al., 2021)) If the underlying digi-
tal signature scheme is unforgeable against chosen-message attacks (UF-CMA 
secure), then the construction of (Agrawal et al., 2021) is one-more unforge-
able.

4.2.3.  Discussion on Agrawal et al.’s Blind Signature Scheme
What is notable about the construction of (Agrawal et al., 2021) is its reli-

ance on heavy machinery such as Non-Interactive Zero-Knowledge (NIZK) 
proofs and homomorphic encryption schemes that are capable of evaluat-
ing a random oracle homomorphically. In particular, while this construction 
shows great promise for practical use, there are several serious roadblocks 
barring implementation. First, by design, the signing algorithm Sig.SignSig.

sk acts as a circuit on which the ciphertext must be homomorphically eval-
uated by the signer. However, Sig.SignSig.sk internally uses a hash function 
modeled as a random oracle and as such, this hash function must also be eval-
uated homomorphically. Unfortunately, choosing such a hash function is a 
highly non-trivial matter which to the best of our knowledge is still a major 
open problem. Second, the homomorphic encryption scheme itself needs to 
be chosen carefully and in a way capable of handling the diverse formats 
involved during the homomorphic signing. Ensuring compatibility between 
the homomorphic encryption format and the format needed for evaluating the 
hash function seems particularly tricky to ensure when instantiating Sig.Sign 
with their proposed abort-free variant of Dilithium-G’s signing algorithm6. 
Finally, Dilithium-G compresses the signature elements with Huffman codes. 
However, in (Agrawal et al., 2021) this will need to be done under the homo-
morphic encryption layer, which could be expensive to implement. Address-
ing all of these issues simultaneously is particularly tricky and could lead to 
insecure implementations.
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5. Impossibility Results
An important consideration to take into account when designing blind 

signature schemes are impossibility results. These typically state that under 
certain conditions, reductions to underlying cryptographic problems do not 
provide a meaningful security statement. In other words, if such a reduction 
exists, then the underlying problem is already easy. In this section, we review 
these results and how they impact the lattice-based constructions covered in 
this survey.

The first result that we examine is proven by (Katz et al., 2011). The authors 
prove that blind signature schemes are impossible to construct from one-way 
permutations, even in the ROM.

Theorem 1. (Theorem 1 from (Katz et al., 2011)) There is no black-box 
construction of blind signature schemes from one-way functions.

While it is currently unknown whether one-way permutations can even be 
constructed from the LWE problem, all of the constructions considered in this 
paper circumvent this result by relying on the (stronger) collision-resistance 
property of R − SIS (or Ring -SIS in the case of (Ermann et al., 2020)).

The second result by (Baldimtsi and Lysyanskaya, 2013) states that 
Schnorr-type blind signatures are impossible to construct when unforgeabil-
ity is based on a one-witness hard problem. In the context of lattice-based 
schemes, this rules out any hopes of designing a blind signature scheme based 
solely on the LWE problem. No constructions exist whose unforgeability relies 
solely on LWE. All of the constructions considered in this survey avoid this 
kind of impossibility result by relying on a multi-witness problem (namely, 
SIS or Ring k-SIS). Interestingly, an earlier version of BLAZE (Alkadri, 
2019) managed to avoid this kind of impossibility result by taking a “hybrid” 
approach akin to (Ducas et al., 2018). In particular, it bases key-secrecy on 
the hardness of LWE (i.e., a one-witness problem), and unforgeability on SIS 
(i.e., a multi-witness problem). Unfortunately, (Alkadri, 2019) then attempts 
to simulate the signer without the secret key which exposes it to universal 
forgeability (Pointcheval and Stern, 2000).

The final result by (Fischlin and Schröder, 2010) provides a resetting 
metareduction (i.e., a reduction against another reduction) which rules out the 
possibility of constructing secure schemes with at most three moves, statisti-
cal blindness, and which have statistical signature-derivation checks (i.e., one 
can verify from the protocol transcript between a signer and an honest user if 
the user was able to obtain a valid signature from the interaction). While this 
immediately rules out any blind signature schemes in the standard model with 
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at most 3 moves, it does not capture direct constructions of lattice-based blind 
signatures proven secure in the ROM. In general, the impossibility results of 
(Fischlin and Schröder, 2010) are typically circumvented by using complexity 
leveraging (Döttling et al., 2017; Schröder and Unruh, 2011) or by using a 
common reference string (Fischlin, 2006).

Theorem 2. (Theorem 2 from (Fischlin and Schröder, 2010)) Let BS be 
a three-move blind signature scheme, which is statistically blind and has sta-
tistical signature-derivation checks. Then there is no resetting (with restricted 
cross-resets) black-box reduction from unforgeability of the blind signature 
scheme BS to a hard non-interactive problem.

All of the constructions considered in this paper circumvent this result by 
using a programmable random oracle. Table 7 summarizes the above obser-
vations.

6. Comparison with Other Post-Quantum Proposals
In this section, we review the concrete sizes of keys, produced signatures 

and total communication for each of the schemes discussed in Sections 3 and 4. 
In addition, we compare them to other post-quantum proposals in the literature 

Table 7:  Summary of all lattice-based blind signature schemes in the 
literature and their adherence to impossibility results

Proposal
(Baldimtsi and 
Lysyanskaya, 

2013)

(Katz et 
al., 2011)

(Fischlin and 
Schröder, 2010)

Incorrect use 
of the Forking 

Lemma

(Ruckert, 2010) – – – 

BLAZE  
(Alkadri et al., 2020a) – – – 

3-move BLAZE+  
(Alkadri et al., 2020b) – – – 

4-move BLAZE+  
(Alkadri et al., 2020b) – – – 

(Ermann et al., 2020) – – – 

(Hauck et al., 2020) – – – –

(Agrawal et al., 2021) – – – –
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(namely, code-based, and multivariate cryptography). Table 8 summarizes the 
aforementioned sizes per scheme, also listing the underlying (post-quantum) 
hardness assumption per schemes, as well as the estimated bit security level.

Table 8:  Summary of post-quantum blind signature schemes in the 
literature. We denote unspecified sizes with a dash

Proposal
Hardness 
assump-
tion(s)

Bit 
security sk size pk size Signature 

size

Total 
commu-
nication

Flawed Lattice-Based Blind Signature Schemes

(Ruckert et al., 2010) R-SIS 102 23.6 KB 23.6 KB 89.4 KB 119.1 KB

BLAZE (Alkadri et 
al., 2019, 2020a) R-SIS ≈ 128 0.8 KB 3.9 KB 6.6 KB 351.6 KB

3-move BLAZE+ 
(Alkadri et al., 2020b) R-SIS ≈ 128 0.75 KB 3.9 KB 6.7 KB 177.8 KB

4-move BLAZE+ 
(Alkadri et al., 2020b) R-SIS ≈ 128 0.75 KB 3.9 KB 6.7 KB ≈ 265 KB

Ermann et al. (Ermann 
et al., 2020)

Ring 
k – SIS 100 5.86 MB 852 KB 868 KB –

Provably secure Lattice-Based Blind Signature Schemes

(Hauck et al., 2020) R-SIS 128 4.15 MB 0.4 MB 7.73 MB 33.3 MB

(Agrawal et al., 2021) R – LWE 
& R – SIS 128 – < 2 KB < 3 KB –

Other Post-Quantum Blind Signature Schemes

(Petzoldt et al., 2017) Rainbow 128 70.2 KB 106.8 KB 28.5 KB –

(Blazy et al., 2017)
CFS & 

Syndrome 
Decoding

100 – 15 KB 200 KB –

1 For more formal definitions, we refer the reader to (Fischlin and Schröder, 2009).
2 The recent work of (Hauck et al., 2019) formalizes this pattern but only for hash functions with 
negligible enclosedness errors.
3 These parameters are globally known and implicit inputs to all other algorithms. 
4 Here, the signer essentially samples with fixed random coins.
5 This occurs with probability 2−λ.
6 A Fisher-Yates shuffle no longer works for mapping to Dilithium-G’s challenge space because 
this task must be done homomorphically.
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THE CENTRAL ROLE OF TRUST IN INTERNATIONAL 
BUSINESS RESEARCH OVER THE 2017-2021 PERIOD
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Abstract
The growing number of theoretical and empirical research papers on trust in international 

business literature shows that trust is considered as one of the most significant concepts that 
affect the success of various forms of business collaborations such as international strategic 
alliances (ISAs) and international joint ventures (IJVs). This paper includes a detailed review 
of the literature over the 2017-2021 period in regards to the key role of trust in ISAs and IJVs 
with reference to the related theoretical models, empirical findings and managerial implications. 
The paper ends with the conclusions and suggestions for future research. 

JEL Classification: M16 International Business Administration 
Keywords: Trust, International business (IB), International strategic alliances (ISAs), Inter-

national joint ventures (IJVs)

1. Introduction
The recognition of the significant role of trust by scholars and practitioners 

in international business (IB) collaborations has grown substantially in recent 
years (Bijlsma-Frankema et al., 2008). Trust is a highly abstract and multidi-
mensional concept that has been adopted from numerous scientific disciplines. 
Lascaux (2020) argue that trust is the most crucial lever to build collaborative 
relationships. Sklavounos et al. (2018, p. 205) define trust as “a firm’s will-
ingness to depend on its international strategic alliance partner based on the 
positive expectations of the partner’s reliability, fairness and goodwill”. The 
purpose of this paper is to present some contemporary research articles over 
the 2017 – 2021 period that involve trust in international inter-firm collabora-
tions in order to highlight its ongoing significance in the field of IB. 

2. Latest Research Findings on Trust IB literature
In this review, details from research papers only of the last five years are 
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University, Thessaloniki, Greece, e-mail: sklavounosnikos@yahoo.gr, sklavou@uom.edu.gr
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presented in order to highlight the most contemporary findings of IB literature 
about the concept of trust. First, Ajmal et al. (2017) aim to draw attention 
toward how the process of trust development is affected in global business 
environments where an increasing number of International Joint Ventures 
(IJVs) and International Strategic Alliances (ISAs) are established. The 
researchers attempt to answer how national and organizational cultures impact 
the trust-building process in global business environments by proposing a con-
ceptual framework. More specifically, based on prior research findings, Ajmal 
et al. (2017) develop a cultural effect model to show how culture impacts the 
development of trust in global projects and what actions should be taken to cre-
ate trust among culturally diverse stakeholders (See Figure 1). The researchers 
believe that all these factors contribute to trust-building between the project 
and stakeholders in an environment with cultural similarities and create an 
optimistic atmosphere in which more efficient project execution is established.

The theoretical study of Ajmal et al. (2017) shows that cultural differences 

Figure 1: Ajmal et al. (2017) Research Model

Source: Ajmal et al. (2017, p. 1109)
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among project teams can lead to conflict, misunderstanding, and can nega-
tively affect project performance. Their findings reveal that culture is a key 
factor in trust-building among international project stakeholders since trust is 
vital to develop an effective long-term business relationship. 

Moreover, Ali and Khalid (2017) adopt a transaction cost approach and 
investigate the relationship between trust and performance in IJVs with the 
moderating effects of three structural mechanisms of IJVs (symmetric depen-
dence, symmetric equity share and resource complementarity) on the trust-per-
formance relationship. Their model examines the direct relationship between 
trust and performance through the moderating influence of the above-men-
tioned structural mechanisms. Their study contributes on previous research by 
empirically testing the moderating nature of three structural mechanisms on 
the trust-performance relationship in IJVs. Their theoretical model is depicted 
in Figure 2.

The majority of prior IB literature concludes that trust always enhances IJV 
performance. However, some scholars identify that the relationship between 
trust and IJV performance is dependent on other factors (Krishnan et al., 2006; 
Robson et al., 2008; Silva et al., 2012). In their study, Ali and Khalid (2017) 
suppose that the positive relationship between trust and performance should 

Control variables
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IJV experience

Trust
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H2 (+), H3 (+) & H4 (+)

H1 (+)

TCE variables

Symmetric dependence

Symmetric equity share

Resource complementarity

IJV
Performance

Source: Ali and Khalid (2017, p. 965).

Figure 2: Ali and Khalid (2017) Research Model
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be contingent on the structural mechanisms of the IJV that limits the extent 
to which the trusted party can be opportunistic. Their sample consists of 89 
Nordic IJVs in Asia, Europe and America and their results show that symmet-
ric dependence between IJV partners increases the positive impact of trust 
on IJV performance, thus providing empirical support to previous theoretical 
studies (Hennart & Zeng, 2005). Moreover, their results do not support the 
moderating role of symmetric equity share on the positive effect of trust on 
IJV performance, but reveal that trust can improve IJV performance regard-
less of the equity structure. Finally, Ali and Khalid’s (2017) findings confirm 
that resource complementarity improves the positive impact of trust on IJV 
performance. This result is in line with prior research (Madhok, 1995; Ali & 
Larimo, 2016) which supports the positive effect of resource complementarity 
on the performance of the IJV. 

The same researchers with the use of the same sample of 89 Nordic IJVs 
joined forces with two other scholars from the University of Vaasa and pub-
lished another interesting study in 2021. More specifically, Ali et al. (2021) 
aim to gain a broader understanding of IJV management mechanisms that 
improve performance by integrating elements from the Transaction Cost The-
ory (TCT) and the Social Exchange Theory (SET) and they investigate which 
theoretical view is more effective in improving IJV performance. 

Ali et al.’s (2021) study contributes to IB literature by developing and 
empirically examining an integrated framework of enhancing IJV perfor-
mance, which includes both structural and social mechanisms of IJV manage-
ment. Their proposed research model includes three structural mechanisms 
from the TCT and three social mechanisms from the SET. The TCT based 
structural mechanisms are symmetric dependence, symmetric equity share and 
resource complementarity, while the SET based social mechanisms are trust, 
communication and cultural adaptation. The model suggests a positive rela-
tionship of TCT and SET mechanisms with IJV performance and is illustrated 
in Figure 3.

According to Ali et al. (2021), social mechanisms, such as trust, aid IJV 
partners to effectively share information and knowledge, endure environmental 
uncertainties, mutually address any problems that may arise and eventually 
enhance IJV performance. Companies allocate more resources in developing 
structural mechanisms to protect their interests in an IJV, with the hope that 
these mechanisms will also improve IJV performance. However, some cul-
tures are more relationship oriented than structural oriented and do business 
based on relationships, which eventually improve performance (Cavusgil et 
al., 2013). Ali et al.’s (2021) sample consists mainly from Asian firms that 
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had formed IJVs with Nordic European partners. Managers from these cul-
tures give more attention to social mechanisms, as both cultures recognize 
the importance of tradition, values and relationship building among partners 
(Ghauri & Usunier, 2003).

Another interesting study is the one of Balboni et al. (2018) who use a 
sample of 138 ISAs involving Italian firms and foreign partners in order to 
investigate the existing debate in IB literature in regards to the substitutive or 
complementary nature of the relationship between inter-organizational trust 
and formal control as governance mechanisms and how they affect ISA per-
formance. More specifically, according to the substitute view (Gulati, 1995; 
Dyer & Singh, 1998), control and trust are antagonistic governance mecha-
nisms: the use of one reduces or avoids the use of the other and vice versa, 
while their coexistence does not guarantee ISA success (Li et al., 2010). On the 
contrary, according to the complementary view (Poppo & Zenger, 2002; Liu et 
al., 2009), trust and control are regarded as mutually reinforcing mechanisms: 
trust makes partners to reduce their reluctance toward control mechanisms 
(Das and Teng, 2001), while formal control, can support the formation of 
trust-based governance by reducing the risks of opportunistic behavior (Poppo 
& Zenger, 2002). Balboni et al. (2018) attempt to reconcile these divergent 

Figure 3: Ali et al. (2021) Research Model

Source: Ali et al. (2021, p. 5)
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‘complements–substitutes’ views. In particular, their study contributes to the 
existing debate over the substitutive or complementary nature of the trust–for-
mal control relationship by suggesting that trust is a moderator of the direct 
relationship between the two types of control mechanisms and alliance per-
formance, a relationship that has been proposed at a theoretical level (Das & 
Teng, 1998), but has been poorly tested empirically (Mellewigt et al., 2007). 
The theoretical model of Balboni et al. (2018) is illustrated in Figure 4.

Based on a multidimensional view of formal control (Chen et al., 2009), 
Balboni et al.’s (2018) results show that the multidimensional nature of for-
mal control needs to be further explored in ISA research (Li et al., 2010). 
Their results offer empirical evidence that the linkages between ISA perfor-
mance and control governance mechanisms are affected by the nature of the 
formal control mechanisms, output and process control. By controlling for the 
possible different impacts of the two mechanisms, their results highlight the 
significance of distinguishing the different roles played by output and process 
control in predicting cross-border alliance performance. Actually, alliance per-
formance is positively affected only by output control, while process control 
has no impact. As far as the joint impact is concerned, Balboni et al.’s (2018) 
results confirm the predicting role of inter-organizational trust in leveraging 
ISA performance (Silva et al., 2012) and suggest that trust may overrule formal 
control mechanisms in improving ISA performance (Liu et al., 2009).

Balboni et al. (2018) conclude that the two views (substitute – complemen-
tary) should be regarded not as competitive, but as coexisting (Huber et al., 
2013) and empirically show that the moderating effect of trust varies according 
to the specific nature of the control mechanisms in use (Malhotra & Lumineau, 
2011). In fact, they have found a negative interaction between output con-
trol and trust on ISA performance and a positive interaction between process 
control and trust on ISA performance. Overall, their results suggest that the 
moderating effect of trust should be interpreted by bearing in mind the specific 
stage of the alliance life-cycle (Cao & Lumineau, 2015).

Furthermore, Jha et al. (2019) constructed 315 country pairs from a set of 
26 countries, over the period from 1996 to 2004 and gathered a total number 
of 16,196 ISAs in order to investigate whether four macro variables (i.e. trust 
and cultural, institutional, and geographical distances) that impact ISA success 
also impact the propensity to form one. The four variables that they examine 
are trust and cultural, institutional, and geographical distances. Their findings 
show that when trust is high, the number of ISAs is larger. They also found 
that cultural distance decreases the propensity to form an alliance and that 
geographical distance remains a key factor. However, they did not find that the 
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institutional distance has a significant impact. In addition, they show that trust 
mitigates the adverse impact of geographical distance, but cultural familiarity 
does not. This finding is in line with the idea that while trust can reduce the 
fear of a partner’s opportunism, the cultural familiarity cannot.

Jha et al.’s (2019) study contribute to IB literature by extending prior 
research that suggests cultural familiarity and trust facilitate ISA formation 
(Ahern et al., 2015; Bryan et al., 2015; Shi & Tang, 2015) and that greater 
geographical distance deters it (Disdier & Head, 2008; Mian, 2006). They 
also show that macro level trust can mitigate some of the adverse impact of 
geographical distance, but cultural familiarity cannot. This second finding 
raises the possibility that trust might have such an impact on foreign direct 
investment (FDI) and international trade as well. Moreover, Jha et al. (2019) 
found that in country pairs where both countries have poor quality institutions, 
institutional distance does not have an impact on the propensity to form an 
ISA. This finding indicates that the impression that the poor institution coun-
tries might prefer other poor institution countries because they find it easier to 
navigate the system might be over stated. This latter finding also constitutes 
a useful implication for scholars who investigate the effect of institutional 
distance on FDI and trade.

The final study of this review is the one of Guo et al. (2020) who conduct 
a survey of 302 Chinese firms in order to examine the effects of two funda-
mental control mechanisms (trust and formal contracts) on the ambidexterity 
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Psychic distance
Size Similarity
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Trust

Figure 4: Balboni et al. (2018) Research Model

Source: Balboni et al. (2018, p. 547)
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dimension in strategic alliances. The researchers note that there is a lack of 
research focusing on both knowledge sharing and knowledge protection (Yang 
et al., 2014) that limits our understanding of how the simultaneous adoption 
of knowledge sharing and protection affects firm and innovation performance. 
Additionally, prior research has proposed two types of control mechanisms 
for organizing inter-firm knowledge flow: trust and formal contracts (Cao & 
Lumineau, 2015). Since most companies use both these control mechanisms at 
the same time, debate has arisen regarding their joint impacts on strategic alli-
ances (Li et al., 2010). On one side of the debate, the interplay between the two 
control mechanisms is considered as valuable for firms (Li et al., 2010). On the 
other side, the same interplay is regarded as detrimental for firms (Wang et al., 
2011; Jiang et al., 2013). Despite this lack of agreement, the IB literature has 
sustained a focus on the direct relationship between performance and joint use 
of the two control mechanisms (Cao & Lumineau, 2015). Hence, questions of 
how trust and formal contracts interact with each other, and how they impact 
the simultaneous application of knowledge sharing and knowledge protection 
remain unanswered.

To address these research gaps, Guo et al. (2020) introduce the concept 
of ambidexterity, a state in which the focal firm has achieved high levels of 
knowledge sharing and knowledge protection at the same time (Yang et al., 
2014). They investigate how a firm in the Chinese market can apply knowledge 
sharing and knowledge protection at the same time to new product develop-
ment while also using trust and formal contracts to create ambidexterity. Their 
findings show that ambidexterity in knowledge sharing and protection facili-
tates the focal firm’s new product development and that trust has an inverted 
U-shaped relationship with the ambidexterity dimension. In addition, Guo et 
al.’s (2020) results indicate that formal contracts negatively affect the ambi-
dexterity dimension and that the interaction of the two control mechanisms 
is damaging to ambidexterity. These results challenge prior studies that have 
considered trust and formal contracts as always beneficial in strategic alli-
ances, especially in the Chinese context (Wang et al., 2011). Guo et al.’s (2020) 
findings indicate that the interaction of trust and formal contracts can expose 
a firm to risk by inhibiting it from applying knowledge sharing and knowl-
edge protection mechanisms at the same time. Finally, the results of Guo et 
al. (2020) highlight the positive role of trust compared to formal contracts in 
managing knowledge sharing and knowledge protection simultaneously. Thus, 
firms need to maintain a moderate level of trust to take full advantage of its 
impacts on the ambidexterity dimension. 
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3. Conclusions and objectives for further research
This paper contains an in-depth review of the most recent IB literature 

about the central role of trust in ISAs and IJVs. The main body of the paper 
includes details from the contemporary studies of Ajmal et al. (2017), Ali and 
Khalid (2017), Balboni et al. (2018), Jha et al. (2019), Guo et al. (2020) and 
Ali et al. (2021). The common characteristic of these studies is that they focus 
greatly on the concept of interorganizational trust. These publications over 
the 2017-2021 period indicate that trust continues to represent an important 
factor in IB literature with many theoretical and practical implications both for 
scholars and practitioners. 

As far as future research is concerned, more longitudinal and geographi-
cally dispersed studies should be conducted in order to test the causal assump-
tions of the above-mentioned papers. Additionally, I encourage scholars to 
further explore research areas such as the development of trust among ISA 
partners over time, inter-partner trust repair and rebuilding, the potential exis-
tence of a bidirectional causal relationship between trust and ISA performance. 
as well as the investigation of the most important antecedents of inter-partner 
trust development in ISAs. 
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